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civilizations out in space

HOLLIS R JOHNSON

from the beginning men have looked into the starry sky
and asked are we alone in this vastness scientific knowl-
edge now enables us to outline an answer to this question and
that will be our purpose here some interesting implications of
the answer may comecorne to mind as we proceed

As a logical prerequisite even to asking the question one
mustmusi conceiveconceive of thestarsthe stars as other suns and of the earth as a
planet in the solar system the first of these ideas was held by
some thinkers far back in history among them several an-
cient greek scholars even though it has been accepted by
most people only in the last few centuries the second although
proven only in 1727 by bradley s measurement of the aber-
ration of starlight I1 was also accepted long ago by some scien-
tists

among the early records of extensive scientific thinking
about the possibility of other civilizations is a fascinating little
book published by christiaan huygens a physicist near the end
of the 1600 s 1 he wrote

why then shall we not conclude that our star has
no better attendance than the others so that what we allow d
the planets upon the account of our enjoying it we must
likewise grant to all those planets that surround that pro-
digious number of suns they must have their plants and
animals nay and their rational ones too and those as great
admirers and as diligent observers of the heavens as our-
selves and must consequently enjoy whatsoever is sub-
servient to and requisite for such knowledge

since then other scholars have speculated about civilizations
outside the earth but these have generally been only the most

dr johnson professor and assistant chairman of the astronomy department
at indianaindana uriulluiluniersityuniversityversityhersityversity is a well known specspecialistialstaist inn astroastrophysicsphysic and has pub-
lished a number of articles inin variousariousaniousannous scientific journals
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adventurous thinkers in fact many individuals and groups
have strongly opposed the notion the interesting ideas of the
book of moses 2 dating froinfrom 1830 were therefore quite
advanced especially in view of their theological setting in
that book joseph smith not only remarked on the existence
of other worlds 3 but he attributed these ideas to divine
revelation wherein god said

and worlds without number have I1 created and I1 also
created them for mine own purpose and by the son I1 created
them which isis minemine only begotten and the first man of
all men have I1 called adam which is many but only an
account of this earth and the inhabitants thereof give I1

unto you for behold there are many worlds that have
passed away by the word of my power and there are many
that now stand and innumerable are they unto man

two scientific achievements of the 1950 s changed our
intellectual climate and brought renewed interest inin possible
galactic civilizations the development of radio astronomy pro-
vided a means of communicating with other societies and the
dramatic launching of the first sputnik by russia in 1958
showed that man was ready to step out into space several
articles and books about extraterrestrial civilizations by scien-
tists and writers appeared 4 5 6 A whole new branch
of sciencescience exobiologyexobiology was born some of what hadbad been
written often with considerable knowledge and imagination
as sciencescience fiction began to appear much more plausible

ARE THERE civilizations OUTSIDE THE EARTH

where do we now stand what can be said from the view-
point of sciencescience about the chances for extraterrestrial life are
there other civilizations outside the earth Is there a chance
to communicate with or visit such civilizations if they exist

let us first remind ourselves of the nature of our universe
7 our earth is one of many planets nine major ones

which along with comets and meteors revolve about an ordi-
nary star called the sun the sun isis one of about 100 billion
10lo10 stars of various brightnesses sizes temperatures compo-
sitionssitions and ages which make up the milky way galaxy on
occasionoccasion we will need some large numbers here much larger
than we can understand from daily experience therefore we
will use superscript numbers to eliminateeliniinate using large numbers
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of zeros A galaxy is a major grouping of stars and galaxies
span a considerable range in size form and brightness
galaxies in turn are grouped into clusters and clusters are
grouped into superclusterssuperclusters this hierarchy may continue up to
the size of the entire universe in any case the universe con-
tains at least a few billion galaxies altogether there is
some tentative evidence that the universe stretches out to a
distance of perhaps 10 billion loo1010100 light years a light year
is the distance light travels in a year about 6xl0126xioexio miles
and has an age of 10 or 15 billion years

of the 10201021 to 1010241034 stars in all the galaxies in the universe
it would be fantastic if only our star had a planet which sup-
ported a civilization

can we estimate how many civilizations there are con-
sider first the prerequisites of life all life on earth and that
includes all known life in the universe is based on the chem-
istry of carbon an element which is quite abundant throughout
the cosmos all living organisms need water in the liquid state
A supply of oxygen is needed plants on which all life de-
pends require a source of heat or light in the correct amount
and at the proper wavelengths since the rates of some physical
processes depend on it gravity of a proper value is needed
finally poisonous substances must not be present we there-
fore concentrate our search for life on those parts of the uni-
verse where these prerequisites are met it has been suggested
that these limits might be extended if life elsewhere were
based on a different system of chemical compounds such as
those of silicon or if ammonia or alcohol could replace water
or sulfur replace oxygen while this speculation is interesting
it seems highly improbable that an organism as complex as the
human body could be so constructed therefore although we
cannot exclude the possibility that living matter elsewhere
might be based on some exotic chemistry we restrict our
speculations to life as we know it on earth

with this assumption most of the universe can quickly be
excluded as a habitat for any sort of life the surface and the
interior of the stars are much too hot for complex molecules
to form the space betbetweenareennreen the stars on the other hand is
generally much too cold for any life to exist surrounding each
star is a certain zone where the temperature may permit life
A planet like earth orbiting within this life zone would
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be the most obvious probably the only spot to fulfill the
conditions for life

civilizations IN THIS GALAXY

can we estimate quantitatively the number of civilizations
in the galaxy even more specifically can we estimate the num-
ber of communicative civilizations out there this number can
be written as the product of several factors each specifying the
rate or probability of one event there are several valid formu-
lations of the equations one of which is 8

N R fpnefififclrfnffif1y

here N is the estimated number of communicative societies in
the galaxy at any time R

1 I the rate of star formation ffp the
fraction of stars forming planets nne the number of planets per
star with environment suitable for life fi the fraction of suit-
able planets upon which life develops fi the fraction of life
bearing planets upon which intelligence appears ffc the frac-
tion of intelligent cultures communicating in an interstellar
sense and L is the time spent in a communicating state this
particular equation was used at the informal meeting of eleven
scientists in november 1961 at the national radio astronomy
observatory greenbank west virginia to discuss the prospects
of communicating with possible civilizations outside the earth
some of the factors involved in the calculation of N must
come from astrophysics some from biology and some from
sociology several will be barely more than guesses but at
least we can set some limits on the probable number of com-
municativemunica tive societies any answer different from N I11 would
be exciting

the rate of star formation R can be estimated only
approximately if there are 101011loiiioli stars in our galaxy and it is
101010 years old stars formed at the average rate of 10 yer year
however we must not count the earliest stars for if all ele-
ments heavier than hydrogen and helium have been produced
by nuclear reactions in the centers of stars any planets formed
with these early stars probably were too deficient in carbon
nitrogen and oxygen to support life furthermore if the evolu-
tion of life on earth is a guide life would not have to develop
around stars which evolve quickly the brightest and most
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massive 7 9 on the other hand most of the stars may
have formed during a few epochs in the past and we may be
underestimating by a factor of 10100010 1000 A value of R 10
starsyearstars year seems reasonable

what fraction of stars have planets we have directly seen
only those planets which circle our own star and it would be
extremely difficult to observe planets of other stars directly
however a slight wobble in the motion of certain nearby stars
must be due to the existence of small dark companions for
stars whose distance is known and whose mass can be estimated
it is even possible to deduce the mass of the unseen partner
from the amount of wobble some of these masses are too
small to correspond to real stars and begin to approach planets
the most extreme example is barnard s star which yields a
possible pair of jupiter sized planets 10 current theories of
star formation from the collapse of massive clouds of gas and
dust make it appear likely that planetary systems would often
form along with the star on the other hand it may be more
common to form one large planet almost a small star rather
than several small ones which would greatly reduce the frac-
tion of stars with small life supporting planets 11 in addi-
tion about half of the stars we see are not single but are mem-
bers of double or triple star systems and stable planetary orbits
in the life zone of such systems are unlikely though not im-
possible As a final compromise let fp 110

how many planets per star have environments suitable for
life since the mechanism of star and planet formation is not
understood quantitatively this cannot be calculated theoretical-
ly observationally from our solar system we know that earth
sits comfortably in the life zone of the sun very simple forms
of life like virus or bacteria might be possible on venus and
mars at the edges of the life zone but higher life is out of the
question any life on the other planets seems quite improbable
no trace of any organic compounds was found in the moon
rocks brought back by apollo XI and XII we choose nhe 1

what are the chances that life will appear on a favorable
planet from experience on earth we know that life is very
tough it survives under surprisingly extreme conditions from
observations of the vigor of life we assume that if conditions
are such that life can survive it certainly will and optimistically
set ffi 1
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what is the probability that life will produce an intelligent
civilization our questions are becoming more difficult and
the answers less certain again by analogy we might argue
that the evolution of life on other worlds will not have been
greatly different from what has occurred here orionorl earth and
intelligent creatures willwilt probably appear as they have here
although it has been suggested that other creatures such as the
dolphin may have a sort of culture here only man has produced
an intelligent civilization if not intelligent our civilization
is at least technologically advanced yet the alternatives inin
evolution are so numerous that every world may be different
perhaps then an optimistic guess isis that of those planets which
support life I11 out of 10 will produce a civilization

HOW MANY civilizations ARE communicative
what fraction of the intelligent civilizations are communi-

cative the technological history of the earth isis complicated
and one can easily imagine rather different results fromfroin slightly
different events along the way conceivably a civilization might
be quite successful without our technology perhaps better
off for the sake of this discussion we shallshali assume that all
civilizations have the desire and ability to communicate and
set f 1

this isis a good time to consider our progress inin calculicalculatingcalculitingting
N the number of colncoincommunicatinginunanun ica ting civilizations substituting
our estimates into the equation wew

I1getet

N 10 x 110 x I11 x I11 x 110 x I11 x L liol1101iioilo110110lL
none of the factors are likely to be wrong by large amounts
clearly our answer for N depends largely upon L the liflifetimeetline
of a civilization inin years other scientists have made esti-
mates ranging fromfroin 1100l100ltoL to 1001 5 aj8j8 12

HOW LONG DO civilizations LAST

how long then do civilizations last on this question per-
haps the most important factor we can hardly even guess by
definitions based on such technological accomplishments as
transmission of radio signals or the discovery of nuclear fis-
sionsionslon civilization on earth isis less than a century old whether
it will continue as long as the planet remainsremains a suitable habitat
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is not known Is civilization like life tough and durable or
is it a fragile thing no one knows many agents for ending
civilization are known war especially thermonuclear or bio-
chemical disease due perhaps to a new bacterial or viral mu-
tation pollution of the air or water an atrophy of man s abili-
ties due to exposure to drugs or radiation on the other hand
man may overcome these dangers and continue even improve
civilization indefinitely

values of L in the literature range from a thousand to a
billion years depending largely on the writer s optimism if
civilizations last a million years there are about 100 thousand
in the milky way galaxy if they last only a thousand years
there are only 100 or so and if they last a billion years there
are some 100 million civilizations here the problem of calcu-
lating the number of other civilizations stands with little
chance of significant improvement since the result depends so
strongly on the unknown lifetime of a civilization

despite the uncertainties one important conclusion emerges
clearly it jeemsseems very likely that there are many civilizations inin
the galaxy around us furthermore sincesince there are billions of
galaxies inin the universe the total number of civilizations might
be about 1015101loi a million billion the total number of intelli-
gent beings 102410- 1

WHAT KIND OF BEINGS INHABIT OTHER WORLDS

what kind of beings are they who have created these
numberless civilizations out inin space one can find a wide
ranrangee of educated speculation much of it by writers of science
fiction some have argued that evolution of living things on
earth has followed such a tortuous path with so many other
alternatives open at every step that perhaps no being exactly
like man will have appeared anywhere else 1513 perhaps we
should not be too surprised if membersn of other civilizations
are giant something or others cybernetic organisms cy
borgs 14 or little green men on the other hand since
homo sapiens have prospered on earth it seems plausible that
sirsitsimilarnilar beings with paired limbs a head two eyes hands etc
might succeed on other planets too the teachings of the pro-
phets also imply that extraterrestrial beings

7
are maninanluaniuanmanlikelikeilke sincesince

they must also be children of god and created inin his image
how fascinating to meet one
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we cannot help wondering about the religions of these
other intelligent beings do they also have their gods and dev-
ils if they worship a supreme being is he the same as our
god do they also need or claim a savior are they behind us
or ahead of us in their spiritual knowledge and righteous
living

although we cannot even guess what life must be like inin
other worlds it isis fun to speculate and nmanylany writers have it
isis similar to predicting what life on earth will be like inin the
year 2000 AD or 10000 or 100000 we must remember
that our civilization is a mere baby among those in the galaxy
even the most casual observer must be amazed at the dazzling
technological progress during his own lifetime in transportation
medicine power communication genetics and electronics
given a hundred or a thousand more years man nmaynlaylay continue
such remarkable progress and create a truly incredible civiliza-
tion in a slsimilaraillar way these other civilizations may be tech-
nically advanced beyond our wildest inimaginings

technical progress of a civilization isis not the same as
benevolence love of god and love of fellow man and the
two may not necessarily occur together the technologically
advanced man can be proud make war be immoral or take
advantage of his fellow man just as the cave nianman did among
these other civilizations there may be somesoine wdiichwhich are evil as
elieilwellweliweilell as some whichwilch are good they may war or they may work
together if the nmembers of any of these advanced civilizations
have raised themselves to a hiah level of goodness as well as a0 it

high level of technology we would probably regard them as
godsods

possibilities OF communication
what are the prospects of communicating withwyth any of these

civilizations thetlletile answer depends largely on their separation
fromfronifroni us which depends on the number of civilizations scattered
about the galaxy if there are as few as 1000 civilizations inin our
galaxy the average distance between them mustlustn be on the
order of 1000 light years whilewiliiewilliewd llie if the number of civilizations
is on the order of 100 million then the averageaverageb distance is on
the order of a few tens of light years because of the enormous
distances involved electromagnetic radiation light radio
waves X rays etc alone travels sufficiently fast for signifisigniflsignify
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cant communication with these civilizations at best it will be
a slow process for even the nearest stars are several light years
away

two different kinds of electromagnetic radiation have been
suggested for interstellar communication radio waves 15
and lasers 1616 radio communication at or near the strong
spectral line of neutral hydrogen at 21 centimeters has been
suggested because of the lack of background interference of
other celestial sources and the belief that all civilizations must
have radio telescopes large radio antennas equipped to de-
tect radiation at that frequency if other civilizations have radio
transmitters as powerful as ours it would be possible even now
for us to detect transmissions from planets of a few nearby
stars the other suggestion is that we might be able to com-
municatemunicate with lasers in the visible part of the spectrum at the
moment our lasers are not sufficiently powerful to communicomminicommuni-
cate with near stars but the development of more powerful
lasers is probably just a matter of time

due to the high cost and demand for use of telescopes on
other projects no attempt has been made at transmission to
other civilizations but project ozma 1960 was an attempt at
detection of possible signals A radio telescope at the national
radio astronomy observatory was guided on two stars tau
ceti and epsilon eridanierinani to listen for any signals 15 none
were detected from these near sunlikesun like stars although it would
have been a fantastic coincidence had something been found
on the first try in the meantime several papers have been
written on the problems of deciphering communication and
understanding languages of other civilizations the first com-
municationmuni cation may well be dots and dashes which can be arranged
to form a picture it is of course possible that many of these
other civilizations are already engaged in frequent communica-
tion with one another 14

many articles both scientific and fictional have been
written about the prospects of traveling to other civilizations or
of receiving visitations from them but with present spacecraft
it is hopelessly out of the question rockets which use photons
for propulsion and travel near the velocity of light are con-
ceivablecelceiceicelvablevabie but trips to the stars would still take decades or
centuries hardly the job for present humans although gains
can be made by deep freezing as inin 2001 A space odys
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sey or by the einsteinian relativistic time dilation the clock
on the space craft and hence the biological processes of the
astronauts slow as one nears the speed of light the problems
are still insurmountable to our technology visitations to the
earth by representatives of other civilizations in thediedle past have
also been suggested 15 and it is possible that somesorne artifact
of such a visit may someday be unearthed or a record may be
found inin ancient writings

in summary although we have proven nothing the knowl-
edge of modern science makes it probable that there are a
great many other civilizations inin our galaxy and there are
billions of other galaxies with this fantastic number of civi-
lizations it is very likely that many are far beyond us in every
way we may not communicate with them in our lifetime or
even within the next milleniummillennium but if we do it will be one of
the most exciting events we have seen
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economic policy
national institutional and
individual issues

SIDNEY L JONES

when the famous economist john maynard keynes wrote
practical men who believe themselves to be quite exempt

from any intellectual influences are usually the slaves of some
defunct economist I11 he emphasized the universal impact
of econeconomicorniconnic concepts despite this basic importance the study
of economics has been labeled the dismal science since the
days of malthus and generations of college students have de-
vised even more unflattering descriptions in recent years econ-
omists have weakened the already tenuous communication links
by expressing their views in the relatively unfamiliar symbolic
language of mathematics which makes their vital message ap-
pear to be even more remote from the problems of the real
world

such alienation and confusion isis unfortunate in our com-
plex society which is shaped by diverse economic forces the
discipline of economics is basically an analytical approach to
identifying and ranking alternative goals national institution-
al anand personal and the variousvarious means of achieving the ac-
cepted goals using human and material resources which are

parts I1 and 11II of this paper are adapted from the author s public lecture at the
fifth richard C and vera calder stratford seminar march 4 and 5 1970 spon-
sored by the brigham young university college of business

dr jones is presently serving as special assistant to the chairman of the
council of economic advisers on leaveleae from the university of michigan where
he is a professor of finance he has authored and coauthored many books and
publications including the generalist specialist dichotomy in the management
of creative personnel 1960 managerial problems in finance 1964 financial
institutions 1966 and corporate financial policy 1962

thehe general theory of employment interest and money 19361195611956

13
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usually in short supply particularly if quality is considered to
be ignorant of economiceconomic concepts isis not to be exempt from
their pervasive influence A traveler boarding a boat will event-
ually arrive at a different location but the trip is more nmean-
ingful if he knows the actual destination the cost of the ticket
in absolute terms and relative to alternative means of transpor-
tation the time expectations the probable benefits and risks
involved and the effect the experience will have on his other
goals to make effective national institutional and personal
decisions we must understand the priorities and decision mak
ing processes of our political economy

this paper attempts to summarize a few basic concepts of
economicseconomics as they affect our lives part I1 reviews the complex-
ity of national economic policies part 11II discusses the crucial
importance of econeconomicornic analysis in identifying national priori-
ties part III111ili suggests that econeconomicornic principles can be used to
make practical decisions inin our institutions families and per-
sonal lives most readers are already applying these principles
based on the wisdom accumulated through study and experi-
ence but explicit identification of the underlying reasoning
may sharpen the understanding and effectiveness of decisions

PART I1

A superficial view of economiceconomic policy making would sug-
gest the existence of some omnipotent tribunal objectively se-
lectinglectinlecain g some best set of principles which would clearly
establish the ground rules for the entire system and occasionally
make necessary adjustments

in reality there isis a complex interface of diverse and com-
peting policies economic programs must usually reflect politi-
cal and sociological realities all three spheres of influence
should recognize the rights and needs of diethedle individual oper-
ating policies actually become a synthesis of ideals and com-
promises As the famous economist kenneth E boulding has
said where there is not enough ignorance to be bliss how-
ever policy isis hammered out between the hammer of organized
pressure groups and the anvil of electoral opinion 1122

A at least four major economic goals may be identified

kenneth E boulding principles of economic policy eugengenglewoodBug lewood cliffs
N J prentice hall 1958
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1 l growthigronvth 2 stability 3 equitable distribution of the na-
tional output and 4 equilibrium in the international balance
of payments to this basic list might be added 1 improve-
ment of the physical environment 2 efficient operation of
markets 3 technological innovation 4 individual freedom
and fulfillment of one s potential 5 social harmony etc alt-
hough each objective is highly attractive coordinated achieve-
ment is exceedingly difficult even these basic goals contain
serious contradictions requiring unwanted compromises par-
ticularlyticul arly when it is recognized that national resources are
limited

for exanexampleipie the pace of economic activity was accelerated
in 1965 by rapidly expanding government expenditures for de-
fense and nondefense programs without corresponding increas-
es in tax revenues while monetary policy was significantly eased
to help finance the increased demand A federal deficit of 25
billion in fiscal year 1968 rampant inflation caused by exces-
sive demand and justifiable skepticism about the responsibility
of government actions and serious questions about the order-
ing of national priorities are the direct result of this unwise
combination of fiscal and monetary policies the economy must
now pay the adjustment costs during the transition to a sustain-
able growth path similarly policies favoring low interest rates
and maximummaximurn imports may stimulate growth of domestic con-
sumption but the outflow of capital and deteriorating trade
balances would aggravate our international financial problems
third emphasis on technological innovation to stimulate growth
may cause short term problems too often our econeconomicornic system
has failed to recognize the legitimate needs of all of our
people created tragic pockets of poverty polluted the physical
environment caused many of our cities to become almost unin-
habitable and raised serious doubts about the moral aspects
of the materialistic society we live inin the obvious fact that
these inequities are disproportionately focused on racial mi-
noritiesnori ties following years of overt prejudice has created many
social problems this national disgrace isis inexcusable for both
moral and utilitarian reasons the oppression involved has re-
strictedstricted the development of national human resources and
created a tremendous welfare burden to be borne by society

B A second problem involves adaptation to changing con-
ditionsditions complex organizations with established bureaucracies
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usually value continuity and strongly resist change neverthel-
ess increasing populations urbanization changing social con-
cepts environnenvironsenvironmentallentalcental problems and international developments
all require increased flexibility A classic example involves diethedledhe

regulatory approach to controlling competition among financial
institutions through restrictions placed on the yields paid on
savings since 1966 regulation Q has curtailed disruptive rate
wars but rising yields on open market instruments such as
treasury bills federal national mortgage association

FNMA bonds commercial paper tax exempt municipal
bonds and corporate securities have diverted the flow of sav-
ings away from thrift institutions the reduced availability of
mortmortgageaage financing has directly restricted the housing industry
relationships among financial institutions and various factors
such as yield limitations interest rate ceilings on FHA and VA
mortgages the mortgage instrument itself and state usury laws
all require careful modification similar examples of dynamic
change could be cited in almost every subject area influenced
by economiceconomic activity

in the past policies could be general enough to apply to a
relatively homogeneous population the system is now chang-
ing so rapidly that there are major differences in the needs of
diverse groups 1 urbanruralurban rural 2 youthagedyouthaged 3 poor
affluent 4 nationalinternationalnational international 5 regional interests
unless economic policies can be adjusted to this diversity the
resulting breakdown will seriously affect political and socio-
logicallo10 cicalgical patterns

C A third policy issue involves the extreme difficulty of
implementing decisions in our democratic market oriented
system it is difficult to make even simple programs work hu-
man managers remain fallible at best and corruptible at worst
problems of understanding the organizational superstructure
have become almost insurmountable in some cases there is
even willful failure to perform because of jealousy competi-
tion for bureaucratic power or simply misunderstanding about
the real intent of policies for example foreign trade officials
are currently promoting the production of tobacco for export
sales while the department of health education and welfare
attempts to convince the american public that smoking is un-
healthy

it isis interesting that approximately one half of the advice
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received by the council of economic advisers during the past
few months has claimed that the policies adopted are clearly
inadequate to halt the overheated expansion of the economy
and the associated inflation the other half consists of dire pre-
dictions that these same policies are clearly excessiveexcessive and will
undoubtedly result in a recession business leaders demand
wage controls union leaders call for price controls homehorne
builders request curbs on business investment financial in-
stitutions decry the special efforts to support housing and the
general public simultaneously denounces government waste
and spending while demanding increased services and benefits
individual government agencies struggle for power and count-
less lobbyistshobbyists constantly advocate the goals of special interest
groups the council stands in the middle of these pressures
trying to advise the president that the return to fiscal respon-
sibilitysibi lity combined with strict monetary restraint will reduce
the real causes of inflation and that price measures tradition-
ally a lagging indicator will reflect the basic adjustment
the economy is now moving through a delicate period of tran-
sition along a planned path toward a sustainable growth rate
by mid 1970 various measures of real output appear to be in-
creasing while the rate of price increases declines

D ironically the short term impact of new directives is
often perverse for example inflation has priced a large pro-
portion of american families out of the home market but
policies designed to alleviate inflationary pressures have un-
fortunately restricted the availability of mortgage financing
the resulting decline inin new building has increased prices of
existing homes and apartments causing a significant increase in
the consumer price index the program designed to curtail in-
flation has apparently aggravated the situation during this tran-
sition period A sampling of the long list of contradictory poli-
cies includes

an agriculture program which often restricts output and
diverts subsidy payments to the largest farms

A tax reform effort which has seriously restricted sources
of badly needed revenues

attempts to reduce employment in the defense sector
while we fight unemployment elsewhere

development of public housing projects which the poor
cannot afford
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efforts to expand the number of new minority owned
businesses while various trends indicate the competitive
disadvantages of small firms

massive issues of FNMA and FHLBB bonds to pump
money into the mortgage markets even though the effort
diverts funds from other mortgage oriented financial insti-
tutionstutions

development of intricate controls to restrict the outflows
of capital even though the longtermlong term position of the united
states in foreign trade and investment isis weakened

continuous pleas to the council of economic advisers to
adopt direct controls which would probably postpone and
make more difficult the necessary adjustments

E it might even be asked whether or not we have eco-
nomic policies at all or simply a basic philosophical commit-
ment to a svstenisystem of modified capitalism supplemented by in-
dividual operating procedures my own experiences suggest
that general policies are fairly standardized and that most modi-
ficationsficat ions occur as a result of changing conditions rather than
any basic adjustment of goals therefore most decisions about
the allocation of resources are based on the pricing system
operating through the private markets the government does
have a maiormajor impact on the economy through its spendingI1 and
tax programs but iimostlost so called shifts in economiceconomic policies
are simply variations in the implementation of stabilization pro-
cedurescedures the major effect of a change in national leadership
is to increase the frequency and objectivity of appraisals of
existing programs the current administration may place great-
er erneinemphasisphasis on allowing the private market system to operate
the importance of monetary policy in achieving stabilization
and the absolute necessity of cgreater fiscal responsibility but
econoni1ceconomic activities have a basic continuity over time

F in the future economic activity will be even more com-
plex and dynandynamiclicilc as technological and sociological change
continues to keep pace public and private institutions will
need to consider carefully these basic questions

1 do policies seek out goals or sillisheplyshnplysilliplyply react after con

the federal national mortgage association FNMA and the federal
home loan bank board FHLBB
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editionsditions bazhazbathavee changed during this difficult time of abrasive
challenges to every familiar institution there is a great tempta-
tion to seek a false security by sustaining the status quo of
existing policies and procedures rather than forthrightly facing
the uncertainties of change but change offers great opportun-
ities for progress just as it creates substantial risks

business firms and government institutions are subject to
diverse pressures as the external environment shifts and the
internal organization changes the response of the organiza-
tion whether public or private to these internal and external
pressures must ultimately reflect the best interests of the own-
ers and society often the institutional response to external
pressures will have to be negative when the changes suggested
would tend to corrupt and destroy the things of value within
the organization similarly internal demands must often be
rejected when the total organization would suffer harm even
though specific ineniuenluenmembersibers of the group would be more satisfied
after the change but the crucial point isis that such policy deci-
sions to accept or reject change can only be based on
thorough and objective analysis three requirements are basic

1 the consideration of organizational policies must be com-
pletely honest and must provide for inputs of all relevant in-
formation and diverse viewpoints 2 every policy must be
subject to frequent review to prevent the institutional equiva-
lent of a petrified forest and 3 there must be an institu-
tional willingness to change if there are clearly superior al-
ternativesternatives

in reality an effective balance of these pressures is difficult
to maintain change merely for the sake of change is irrelevant
and may waste resources but institutions must also avoid the
loss of creativity which occurs when external and internal
changes are rejected simply to avoid modifying familiar pat-
terns of behavior A dynamic organization must take the of-
fensive by creating policies that anticipate change rather than
reacting from a position of weakness after pressures accumu-
late the familiar recommendation to parents of teenagers
which goes would you rather get up early in the morning
to help your sons and daughters go to seminary or wait up
late at night wondering when they will come home suggests
the value of planning in advance to meet the challenges of life
rather than improvising solutions to emergencies
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2 do institutional policies shape and improve individual
lives or simply conform to existing viewpoints the relation-
ship of the institution and its membership is a reciprocal ar-
rangementrangement the members determine the goals and procedures
of the organization and in turn have their views shaped by
participating in the activities of the institutions for example
most americans believe that a republic form of organization
with democratic elections is the most desirable type of govern-
ment but this preference is heavily influenced by our personal
experiences within this system people in other nations at least
those who are fortunate enough to have the freedom of
choice apparently prefer other types of governmental sys-
tems based on their national experiences

however the obligation of the institution to be responsive
to the best interests of its owners and society creates a difficult
dilemma if we recognize that continuous progression is desir-
able then the organization must constantly press for improve-
ment which inaymayluay cause existing viewpoints and behavior pat-
terns to be changed this requirement forces the managers of
economic units and government officials to lead rather than
lag behind the owners employees and the general public in
identifying desirable goals and behavior patterns in other
words those institutions that we most admire must set the pace
for progress and must motivate us to develop behavior patterns
closer to the ideals established

3 do policies challenge us to progress or simply validate
the status quo this point summarizes the discussion above in
our complex society it is clear that policies must be responsive
to the challenge of change those institutions which are re-
sponsivesponsive will significantly contribute to the growth of our econ-
omy and society in general such growth does not mean that de-
sirable beliefs and behavior patterns should be abandoned but
that we recognize more clearly the great potential of our insti-
tutions for improving the individual

PART II11

once the general economic goals have been identified and
the necessary adjustments made to reflect the complex problems
discussed in part 1I more specific national priority decisions
must be made as a basis for allocating the available human and
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material resources america obviously has great wealth and
productive capacity as the gross national product rapidly ap-
proachesproaches the one trillion dollar mark in fact the amount of in-
crease of our GNP each three months exceeds the total out-
put of almost every nation in the world except for a handful
of other industrialized countries our system has clearly provid-
ed unprecedented affluence for most people

nevertheless there is intense concern and frustration con-
cerning the quality of life

individuals appear to be dominated by the complex inin-
stitutions representing big business big unions big gov-
ernmentsernments big technology big education big churches
and big communities

the distribution of national output leaves millions of
people still living in poverty
operating inefficiencies waste human and material re-
sources
discrimination inin various forms exists throughout the sys-
tem as the complacent majority reacts with tokenismtoken ism at
best and condescension at worst
our physical environment is abused by pollution
crime is rampant including the white collar variety inin-
volving businessbusinessmeninen and affluent suburbanites seeking
a thrill through shoplifting
traditional values includingb the validity of the educa-
tional process are increasingly questioned
in general there isis a widespread feeling that our national
resources are too often misallocatedrnisallocatedallocatedmismls

in the early 1960 s it was claimed that the difficult priority
decisions would be elineliminatedfixatedfinated automatically by the rapid
growth of the economy we have had growth but there is a
limit to the nation s productive power when this capacity isis
exceeded by suddenly increasing expenditures when taxes are
reduced to gain political favor and when massive federal
deficits are financed through excessive monetary expansion the
result is inflation with all of its distorting effects what isis really
required is an analysis of the total potential output and the
expected claimsclainis against it as a basis for evaluating the feasi-
bility and relative advantages of existing and proposed pro
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grams at the very beginning of the nixon administration spe-
cific assignments were made to conduct such a study the re-
sults are summarized in chapter three of the economic report
of the president february 1970 prepared by the council of
economic advisers the basic messageines sagejage isis that the growth of
existing programs will fully exhaust the potential output of the
economy throughout the nedrnearneaf termfutureterm future therefore if existing
programs are expanded or new priorities emphasized some

exiexlexistingexistinoexistingstino activity will halehavehaielavebale to hebe reduced the total production
of goods and services very crudely measured by the statistic
gross national product must be very carefully committed to
balance the various public and private claimsclainis against this out-
put

some critics may challenge the basic assumption thatdialdiat the
federal government should be concerned about the allocation
of national output in a market oriented econeconomyoiny in reality the
federal government has a crucial influence through 1 its
expenditures 1111 percent of national output 2 tax policies

20 percent of national incomeinconie 3 grants loans and trans-
fer payments the residual amounts 4 the direct impact of
federal surpluses or deficits on private investment and 5 its
ultimate responsibility to resolve conflicts among special interest
groups inin the allocation of national resources

it is obvious that there are many worthwhile claims againstaaainst
the potential national output it is also generally accepted that
the government must carefully ration its resources within the
scope of approved budgets the great effort made to preserve
a responsible budget for fiscal year 1971 is a classic example
it isis often recognized that the existence and size of federal
surpluses and deficits should vary over time as goals change
and economic conditions fluctuate unfortunately the nation
has not understood the crucial impact of the federal activity on
the total economy particularly private investment the future
long run average stabilization adjustments will still occur size
of federal surpluses or deficits must be based on investment
needs of the total econolaeconoiaeconomyayiy not just the government sector
once the appropriate figure isis determined the goal should not
be modified unless national priorities change to achieve this
objective any increase inin average expenditures must be limited
to the growth of revenues as determined by the real productive
capacity of the nation if new programs are added or existing
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ones expanded the changes must be matched by expenditure
cuts elsewhere or by increased taxes for example if housing
output isis to be increased budget surpluses on a national in-
come account basis must be provided so that private capital
markets have access to funds or the federal government must
subsidize programs within the unified budget economics has
always been a matter of choices but policy makers too often
ignore the realities

the analytical framework developed by the council projects
the available national output for the years 1970 through 1975
based on many assumptions about the size and productivity of
the labor force the pace of private investment housing needs
state and local government spending personal consumption
and savings patterns and international trade balances see
table 1I all of these assumptions of course may vary but
the basic approach isis valid in projecting government spending
only the baseline programs were included that isis a stable
growth of existing commitments plus additions from pending
legislation the sum of alreadyexialready exiexlexistingsting and firmly anticipated
demands already exhausts the potential output and it will be at
least 1975 before a sizeable unclaimed surplus exists As
priorities are reordered and new programs are added the
nation will have to sacrifice existing claims this point does
not mean that growth will be lacking to the contrary a strong
increase inin real output growth is one of the basic assumptions
of the entire study in fact real per capita personal consump-
tion is expected to rise about 31251231 percent per year compared to
the pace of 21221 percent per year during the period 1957 to 1967
the conclusion is simply that choices must be made sincesince there
is an obvious truism that the total of satisfied claims cannot
exceed the available national output although this conclu-
sion appears obvious the role of the council of economic ad-
visers in advocating the analytical approach adopted may well
be its most important contribution

PART 111IIIlii

individuals may also benefit from an understanding of the
basic concepts of economic analysis most of these principles
are simply practical applications of common sense that can be
easily adapted to personal experiences
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THE MARGINAL APPRAISAL OF BENEFITS AND COSTS

the establishment of priorities which identify the timing
and relative importance of diverse personal goals as a basis for
allocating our scarce human and material resources isis the most
important contribution of economiceconomic analysis rigorous evalua-
tion is needed to first separate worthwhile goals from the
total array of possibilities and then to rank themthern in de-
scendingsc order of importance this process of course does not
guarantee that thedieoieole right goals will be selected and properly
ranked but the probability isis greatly increased if our analysis
forces us to examineexamine the important variables and to distinguish
between ends and means for example for most people aca-
demic study isis a means for achieving broader goals of self
development career opportunities and financial security un-
derstandingderstanding the difference enables us to seek a personalized
education experience even more important sincesince personal goals
change over time the wisewise person recognizes that education
must be a lifelonglife long process unless we carefully identify these
personal priorities life becomes an unplanned sequence of un-
related decisions in which external pressures and random events
become the dominant influence

the identification of priorities requires a costbenefitcost1benefitcoftcost benefit
analysis which specifies the returns expected from the invest-
ment of personal resources in training to be a skilled crafts-
man the individual must weigh the long years of difficult prep-
aration against the expected job satisfactions and financial re-
wards it isis obviously difficult to place quantitative values on
future events but the effort must be made to avoid naive de-
cisionscicisionssions

effective costbenefitcost benefit analysis isis based on an understanding
of marginal costs and margiamargilmarginaljailalzai revenuesfeiereiefetenhesnues benefits marginal
refers to the last commitment and the last response the young
college graduate considering a teaching career must decide
beleenbeween going directly to work or making a martamarlamarginalinalinai investment
of time and money to obtain a master I1

s degree the marginal
costs would include the lost incomeincome during the period of ad-
ditionalditional schooling the marginal benefits might include broader
career opportunities and higher earnings over the entire career
once the master s degree isis obtained our hypothetical student
must make a similar decision regarding further education the
concept of inariuarluarmarginalginal analysis applies to almost every decision inin
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life because most events are preceded by a long series of experi-
ences which have already determined the present status unf-
ortunately most people do not understand the marginal nature
of decisions and think in terms of absolutes for example we
may claim that the family must have a new car without con-
sideringsi the extra outlay relative to public transportation or
continued use of the existing family automobile an awareness
of the marginal nature of decisions will help us understand the
importance of expanding our efeffortsforts until the marginal costs
of incremental commitments equals the marginal benefits of
the activity

an understanding of marginalc costs and marginal benefits
highlights a crucial concept of economic analysis known tech-
nically as diminishing marginal utility many people continue
the same routine so long that they increasingly receivereceive lower re-
turns from the continued commitment of their time and effort
the undergraduate student who concentrates all of his course
work inin a narrow subject area the junior executive who con-
fines his work to a repetitive function the piano student who
learns only a limited selection of music the housewife who
allows the routine of home care to restrict her personal de-
velopment etc are examples of excessive specialization it is
often necessary to concentrate particularly for short periods of
time inin order to gain unique expertise but for most of us life
is magnified by enjoying diverse experiences the housewife
who concentrates on sewing might derive great marginal bene-

fits from a small marginal cost commitment of some portion
of her sewing time in studying art the husband who has de-
veloped excessive enthusiasm for sports might derive great
marginal benefits from devoting himself to a family outing
we can avoid the dangers of diminishing marginal utility by
seeking a balance of personal family church job and commun-
ity activities

an understanding of marginal results also enables us to ap-
preciatepreci ate the opportunity costs associated with decisions A com-
mitment to one course of action necessarily creates a loss of
marginal benefits from the alternative that is rejected the de-
cision to attend a baseball game precludes working inin the yard
returning to the office reading community work etc the de-
cision isis the correct one only if the expected benefit exceeds the
opportunity cost of the lost alternative this concept isis obviously
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important in making decisions about education family finances
travel recreation church and community serviceservice and the bal-
ance of job and personal interests

the broad range of decisions listed suggests another basic
economic concept that the downside risk may exceed the po-
tential upside gain for example consider a family that has
saved 1000 in anticipation of the worthwhile activity and
which has an opportunity to invest the money with some
promise of doubling the amount the downside risk of losing
the original amount isis much more significant than the upside
benefit from capital appreciation this concept is too often ig-
nored in making career and family decisions with even broader
implications than the simple investment commitment described

finally inin considering priorities it should be recognized
that time isis the most valuable resource parents must consider
the time of their children in this context and organizations must
similarly guard against wasting this valuable resource there is
a fallacious assumption that time isis a free commodity that can
be used without regard to marginal productivity there is al-
ways an opportunity cost involved in giving up an alternative
activity

WELFARE ECONOMICS

A major challenge facing society is to rationalize policies
which adequately reflect the diversity of economic aspirations
and needs the satisfaction of these aggregate demands and the
efficient allocation of human and material resources is the sub-
ject of welfare economicseconomics the greatestgreatest welfare for the largest
number of people becomes the standard by which national eco-
nomicnomic policies may be judged

the welfare function the aggregate level of satisfaction
variesvaries for each person and each family the important point
is that the mixture of aspirations activities and experiences
may be very different but the ultimate level of achievement
and satisfaction may be equal unfortunately we tend to judge
others by our own particular life style for example young
people are too often subjected to intense social and parental
pressures to fit into preconceived viewsviews about suitable educa-
tion and career paths for which they are neither interested inin
nor qualified for the resultant niisalmisallocationallocationmismls location of human re
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sources has filled the colleges with unmotivated students and
prevented the development of badly needed skilled workers
the combination of lost skills and personal frustrations is a
cruel price to pay for our mistaken beliefs that we should all
conform to some uniform pattern of education and career ex-
pectations

to achieve maximum levels of welfare often requires a
specialization of labor and emphasis on economieseconomies of scale

the concept of specializing to gain a comparative advantage is

a familiar one some people have natural skills that automati-
cally create special opportunities but for most of us thediedle ad-
vantages of specialization must be developed through extensive
trainingtrainina and a willingness to adapt to specifictospecificcospecific situations the
most successful economists at the council of economic advisers
are those who can apply their general training to actual prob-
lems their effectiveness further depends upon their willing-
ness to be flexible to accept the challenge of beginning from
point zero inin building up special expertise on a specific assicynassign-
ment and a certain humility needed to sustain them through the
difficult period of analysis which must precede decisions for
other assignments

Z
they may be I1joinedoinedcoined together inin teams to study

large problemsprob leins that would dwarf the knowledge and skills of
a single staff mernmemberber by combining the efforts of many spe-
cialistscia lists to solve inasluasmassivesiveslue problems the fixed costs of administra-
tion can often be reduced the ideal of familyfainilyfaintly cooperation isis an
obvious practical application

the principles of specialization and advantages of coopera-
tion inin handling large projects are clear but we should not try

to learn more and more about less and less until we know ab-
solutelysolutely everything about practically nothing A basic principle
of economicseconomics involves divereificationdiversificationrsification to avoid the risks of ex-
cessivecessivecensive specialization A balanced program of personal and fam-
ily activities will stimulate increased creativity and avoid bore-
dom in family relationships we are often required to function
as specialists and valuable economies of scale are often gained
by combining the specialists into teams but individual develop-
ment should be encouraged by providing the challenges of new
assignments

another basic principle of economics involves the tesatestteya of theibe
market place parents and organization leaders could often
avoid resentment and refusals to cooperate by testinotestingtesting0 their
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products their plans operating rules work assignments etc
on others before final decisions are made the introduction of
the edsel automobile a few years ago was based on a careful
preliminary study of the market but the buying habits of con-
sumers had shifted by the time the car was actually ready for
sale our children and associates are actually the market that
we are trying to sell our ideas to if the market rejects a pro-
duct the sponsor must either develop a more attractive substi-
tute or a more persuasive sales presentation the degree of ac-
ceptanceceptance of basic goals and operating procedures within fami-
lies and organizations isis also enhanced by the economic prin-
ciple of decentralizing decision making as much as possible
without the loss of central coordination and evaluation of per-
formanceformance As a basis for evaluating the reactions of family
members and associates an information system must be develop-
ed so that communication becomes possible experience sug-
gests that creating such a system in economiceconomic organizations is
extremely expensive and difficult to arrange it isis ironic that
most of us take such a casual approach in creating a similar
communication network for our families and interpersonal re-
lationshipslationships

observation of economiceconomic activity clearly indicates the exist-
ence of the multiplier effect for example inin shaping federal
fiscal policies the multiplier effect is a basic factor in deciding
between two proposals one to increaseincrease social security pay-
ments and the other to commit federal funds to new water
pollution control programs there are distinctly different re-
percussions the increase inin social security benefits would inin-
crease the amount of personal incomeincome available to consumers
and the level of national consumption would probably rise
slightly as a result the pollution control program would likely
set off a seriesserlesseriesserles of economiceconomic changes that is the multiplier
effects would be widespread the federal funds would prob-
ably act as seed capital requiring matching grants from state
and local governments causing modification of budget and tax
programs at those levels the purchase of control equipment
would stimulate new investment by business firms and addi-
tional construction activity employees would be hired for the
specific programs involved and variousvarious businesses supplying
equipment construction and servicesservices would increaseincrease their em-
ployment the increased payrolls would stimulate consumption
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the same result as occurred in the first example and the
multiplier effects of the diversified pollution control program
would broaden the impact of the original spending throughout
the economy of the entire area affected in making personal
and family decisions multiplier effects often become crucial
some decisions about careers geographical location home
ownership standards of conduct education opportunities etc

create ripple effects that affect many other people and have
longtermlong term effects the obvious point is that decisions in which
multiplier effects are significant must be carefully identified
and extreme attention devoted to preparatory analysis to avoid
the potentially serious consequences of casual errors other
personal and family decisions which may have great tempo-
rary significance may not have multiplier effects and the de
cislon making process isis much different although not necessari-
ly any simpler

an understanding of the multiplier effect also recognizes
the lead and lag effects of economic decisions certain eco-
nomic statistics are considered to be lead indicators such as
the average work week unemployment claims plant and equip-
ment contracts and orders industrial materials prices housing
permits common stock prices etc other series are considered
to be coincident indicators such as gross national product
industrial production personal income retail sales etc A third
group of statistics usually lag behind the changes in the basic
economy plant and equipment expenditures inventories unit
labor costs unfortunately economic analysis often ignores the
lag effects of policy changes for example many people ques-
tioned the advice of the council of economic advisers when it
recommended an easing of monetary policy as early as decem-
ber of 1969 the council made this recommendation because it
realized that changes in monetary policy require anywhere from
sixsix to twelve months to take full effect since the council pro-
jected a moderate upturn in the pace of the economy during
the second half of 1970 the policy change which occurred in
february 1970 was a proper one second quarter figures re-
ported in july indicate that the new policies are just beginning
to influence total credit conditions and the council expects the
improvement to continue over the remaining months of 1970
the same understanding of lag effects should be applied to
personal and family decisions
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finally an understanding of economics is helpful inin evalu-
ating the accuracy of decisions and the possible range of error
most decisions inin economic affairs involve a point estimate of a
future value stated in quantitative terms for example the
council of economic advisers projected a gross national
product of 980 to 990 billion for calendar year 1970 in its
january report to the president but it is clear that the actual
result isis likely to be different than the simple averages of the
two figures or 985 billion decisions of this type which
create a specific value or goal should always include a mea-
sure of possible dispersion to avoid the appearance of unreal-
istic accuracy most people recognize that actual results usually
vary from the original estimates but the concept of predicting
events within a reasonable confidence interval is a valuable aid
in makingmakinamakinob decisions
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A NOTE ON UTAH RANCH

floyd E breinholt

I1 have spent much time in the mountains and deserts of south-
ern utah on numerous such occasions for as long as I1 can
remember I1 have experienced feelings difficult to verbalize
which are akin to loneliness yet tinged with a feeling of well-
being and contentment evidence of man a house a lone rider
a structure within this great expanse magnified this feeling
could this be because it had to do with home perhaps this is
why it is so satisfying to me to paint these old places worn by
time and the elements which seem to say someone lived here
to some this painting may simply be a mirror held up to na-
ture a portrait of a specific place however I1 hope that to many
kindred souls its content might arouse the kind of feeling
described above

mr breinholt is chairman of the art department at brigham young
university and associate professor of art







some notes on
art and morality

ARTHUR H KING

NB under art I1 include literature the drama music and the
ballet the cinema and painting sculpture and architecture

ABSOLUTE AND comparative STANDARDS

may we consider somesornesoine quotations together prove all
things hold fast to that which is good that is give every-
thing a test to sort out what is good and hang on to that our
test is the gospel so this quotation hardly offers difficulty
next unto the pure all things are pure does that mean
that the pure see no evil in things if so pure would mean
innocent does it not rather mean that evil things do not

harnharm1 the pure thirdly love and do what you like that
sounds more dubious and yet inin a christian context since
caritascafcarrafatasitas the gift of caring is the prime gift that our father has
given us after the gift of ourselves which is essentially that
of our free agency then love and do what you like makes
sense because if you love properly you will do what is right
fourthly there isis nothing either good or bad but thinking
makes it so As soon as wee cite this we feel immediately that

adapted from a forum lecture givengienaienalen byb the author at brigham young
universityUrmer sity june 8 1970

dr kirnking a eileitvelveliveilell knownknon british statesmanstates nanuan lecturer teacher and antervrnterI1 ter is a
recent convert to the church he has servedsered many yearsears inin variousanous positpositionsons
on the british council has been twice decorated by the queen for public
servicesebsen ice and presently servessenessebes as assistant didirectorrector generageneral I1 of the council As
a professor of english he has taught at lund and stockholm universities inin
sweden teheran university and brigham young university he has written
many articles and books on teaching english to foreigners including modemmodernmodea
english writersunteiswriiers jorforfo modernmodem strelishstredishredishSt lisilslistenerrehersleners an anthologyantho log109 1941 speak
english betterbeiterbetteybelterbeirer 1943 and lfriteirelreite english berterbetterberrer 1943
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we are on doubtful groundaround this is not the clarity of the
gospel but the comparative humanism of the renaissance
hamlethamiet was not a successful man he has been successful in
drawing our attention but inin little else and has that not been
the characteristic role of the artist increasingly since the renais-
sance to draw attention but to be unsuccessful as a man and
in religion

RELIGION MORALITY AND ART

in this church we can tackle the interrelation of art and
morality more clearly and with more certainty than anyone
outside can let merne remind you of what I1 have said in myinyluy
essay on conversion about faith faith is a total act it is a
complete and willing surrender to our lord jesus christ it
means that we lay all we have and all we have gained at his
feet and then in the light of his countenance we find we may
take up again what we have laid down to use it for him
religion is the fundamental tilingthing there isis no successful
morality without religion morality springs from religion when
moral standards become detached fromfroin religion they are not
maintained

through most of human history art serves the religion of
the artist the relireilreligioncionclon of his concommunityimunityimpunity the religion that the
artist shares with his community this is the characteristic
historical situation it isis not the situation of our time art and
morality both spring traditionally from a religious origin art
therefore does not spring from or fundamentally reflect
morality it springs from religion and since morality springs
from religion it is indirectly through religion that art and
morality are associated there can be no satisfactory bringing
together of art and morality except inin terms of relirellreilreligionoionaionolon and
that is why the world has been going increasingly astray inin
art and morality and about the relationship between them
during the last three hundred years

historical background CLASSICAL TIMES

I1 will adduce a few historical points to illustrate these
generalities there is a contrast in classical criticism between
a treatise like longinus s on the sublime and horace s

the art of poetry longinus seems to sense soisolsomethingnething0 profound
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in art that illuminates its relation to religion horace a bland
and urbane fellow who nianmanagedaged a fairly successful career
but always seems to infuse a touch of melancholy into his cyni-
cism felt liehelleile wasngasn t a particularly good man himself but
admired a good man and wrote of art that it should mix the
instructive with the agreeable conmeojnneonme tulit punctum qui hiscuitmiscuitmiscult
utileurileurlieutrieilerif dulci 1 this line has been the source of much discussion
ever since but as we listen to the words and think of horace
we cannot but feel that the remark is at much too low a
temperature for us and consequently the instructive and the
agreeable do not fuse they merely mix horace lived in a
realm that had already abandoned its gods and was using
them as a political and social convenience he was in a posi-
tion similar to that of post renaissance man

THE MIDDLE AGES

the relationship between faith and art in the middle ages
has been traditionally regarded as intense yet harmonious by
aesthetes and religious pastichepasticheursurs yet there is dissonance it
is a dissonance that some people have admired as an artistic
effect but it isIs there the greatest monuments of the middle
ages are its cathedrals nevertheless at the same time as we
admire those soaring arches we find at odd points of vantage
gargoyles and carved under the seats of the choirs grotesgeotes
queries they express what the artist has not suppressed under
the simplicisticsiniplicisticsimplicistic aspiration of his navish faith evil pushing
out through the creases corners and splits I1 can therefore
never feel that any gothic cathedral wonderful though it may
be is an example of perfect art because it is not under control
or has not been sublimated evil is breaking out all over the
place

our church can understand this we are clearer minded
than those historians of fine art who have proclaimed the unity
of faith aandnd art inin the middle ages when we honestly face
the artifact the unity isis not there and even in the medieval
period a period of so called faith we have double nimoralityorality
celibates writing one kind of verse for the bishop and another
kind of verse for their own amusement their lives were not
whole how could they be celibacy isis unnatural

he getsets everybodyeer body s vote who mixes the useful withvith the sweet
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THE renaissance
so we come to the renaissance from this time onwards

there develops an extreme heresy about the artist Iniimperfectperfect
though liehelleile may have been unable though he may have been
even in the case of raphael and certainly not in thediedle case of
michelangelo or leonardo to subsume into hinihinlhimselfselfseif the whole
of his epoch and a complete faith nevertheless liehelleile had served
a purpose it did not occur to the artist in the middle ages
or the early renaissance that liehelleile was expressing himself at
the lowest level liehelleile was placing his technique at the disposal of
his patron and at the highest level helielleile was placing his tech-
nique at the disposal of his church of his religion he was
doing it for his religion this is true also of much of the great-
est writing of the time and it is most profoundly true of the
music our music like our drama sprang from the bowels of
the church and has a mainly religious origin and it is greatest
as in painting when it is faithful to that religious origin how-
ever imperfect that may have been the art of even an iniimperfectperfect
faith is better than the art of no faith at all

but since the renaissance we have had this heresy one of
the major heresiesheresies of the modern world which has misled so
many people this heresy of the artist as hero of man as the
center which is the characteristic humanist heresy As faith
declined from the renaissance onward the division which was
already there in the middle ages and most definitely there in
decadent rome the division between public and private mo-
rality became greater and greater

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE MORALITY

it would be an interesting exercise to compare the division
between public and private nimoralityorality within our own church
members and the division outside the church outside the
split was condoned and then justified our church s authori-
ties have never done either and our members therefore know
well when they do wrong

this profound split between public and private morality
which was manifest inin the late seventeenth and eighteenth cen-
turies and handled there in a sophisticated fashion by the
aristocracy and covered up in the nineteenth century when it
became a desperate middle class undergroundI1 war causing a
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great deal of individual unhappiness and agony this split has
now broken out generally and is spreading everywhere under
the head of permissiveness it is as if the gargoyles and the
odd creatures under the choir seats had come down and out
and were sitting in the pews characteristic of modern art it
must be since art reflects the community in which it lives that
it too becomes permissive in fact that it takes the lead in a
desperate effort to attain through permissiveness a new salva-
tion and at the same time becomes difficult

permissiveness in society and difficulty in art are not one
and the same thing because as I1 said earlier and this applies
to any state of society art and morality are not directly linked
they are linked through a third and greater than they which
is always there even in a corrupt society and that is the light
that lightethligh teth every man that cometh into the world it may be
obscured it may be muffled down in the heart but it isis there
in every man although he may ignore

Z
it deny it suppress it

fight against it and harden himself above it but the light is

still there

SELF expression
difficulty in art is a matter of technique but technique

reflects the major ideas of the time just as morality reflects
the major ideas of a time and when a society has ceased to
have a religious center when it has at most an official morality
which is slightly permissive and a private morality which is
definitely permissive then the artist is at a loss and what does
he turn to that great heresy the artist as hero the artist as
center the artist with his right to self expression

what does a right to self expression mean the artist may
go so far as to consider his right of self expression so great
that he does not sufficiently consider the need for coniniunic1communica-
tion and lacking the common bond of religion between himself
and his potential public liehelleile really needs to consider communi-
cation moreinorelnore deliberately than the traditional artist needed to
some artists may be so difficult that they fail to communicate
even with themselves sometimes when I1 ainamaln writingI1 verse I1

have the sense what occurs to me to say is not communicating
to me I1 don t know what this is then I1 have to try and make
out what it is that something in menie isis trying to do and either to
clarify it or reject it self expression and communication must
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go together in the artist some degree at least of coherence
is required in the artist if he is to function in society at all
thus inin the case of the morality and in the case of the art a
center is lacking a center which at the same time is outside and
inside one the external center social andor religious is

represented within us as well

the artist has made himself the center of his universe for
the apparent purpose of leading an unsatisfactory life god is
no longer the center and therefore in terms of yeats poem
things fall apart the centre cannot hold it is not holding

in the world at large

expression AND FAITH

after that brief and crude historical sketch ending in the
difference between the artist who serves a purpose which is not
liehelleile and yet which is represented in him and the artist who
makes himself the center and finds moral and technical chaos
as a result I1 pass on to the attitude of our church to art and
to artists let us remind ourselves that the fundamental
thing is religion that art and morality are related to religion
as secondary characteristics and furthermore that the tradi-
tional function of the artist has been to serve a purpose and
that the greatest art has served the purpose of a faith which the
artist has shared with others this sharing has provided the
means of reconciling the artist s desire for self expression the
kind of experience his public wants and needs and his faith
if he is to be a successful artist these three must harmonize
there have been exceptional timestirnesbirnes in the history of art during
which in some of the greatest individuals these three factors
seem to have come into harmony

we now turn to our church which has had to work and
struggle to establish itself and which in but comparatively
recent times has felt a larger urge to outwardgoingness and an
interest in the arts as part of this

EARLY CHURCH LITERARY ART

in the early days of the church there are examples of
Zgreat

literary art there is the plainly convincing style joseph smith
uses to describe his own experiences a style quite different
from the styles of his inspired translations and revelations one
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of our greatest treasures is the utterances of brigham young
his speeches have architectonic and they must have moved his
audiences by this totality of utterance that is why it is a pity
always to read him in extracts instead of in his full sweep at
the same time his sweeping utterance is combined with details
of realism naturalism and humourhumous which bring the matter
home I1 am reminded of some of the sermons of the early six-
teenth century when in britain these qualities of sweep and
realistic appeal in the first days of the protestant reformation
are to be found in such preachers as latimer and ridley

EDUCATION IN THE ARTS

at this point I1 come to the question that gets asked of me
and of others inin utah and california though not outside the
USA asking questions is often like digging up a plant to see
if it is growing properly why has the church not produced
other great artists in literature and in painting and music
the question may not be a correct one but it is asked and one
of the things I1 must do is to say something about the answer
I1 should be presumptuous were I1 to say that I1 knew the
answer I1 don t know the full answer because the question is
profound but I1 think I1 know some of the factors and arriving
as I1 do from outside the USA from a branch in a mission
froinfrom a place where we haven t yet time or occasion to think of
these things at all I1 have come to a place where we are begin-
ning to think of them and it is because I1 amarn fromgrom england
south which is a mission and because I1 am a member of a
branch of a mission that I1 can say to you firmly as a start off
here and now I1 don t think you realize how far you ve got inin
utah in BYU the key word at this point is education and
you must forgive me if I1 try to get this across to you by saying
something to you about my own education I1 think I1 could
bring it home to you best that way

I1 was brought up during the first world war in a very
small country cottage with about a hundred books in it there
was no public library there no newspapers I1 never saw a
comic I1 read most of those hundred books I1 had nothing else
to read they were nearly all of them good ones by the time
I1 was ten and inin london I1 had had it firmly inculcated into me
that only vulgar children read the then equivalent of comicscomics
so it never occurred to me to read anything of that kind at all
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because by the time I1 was ten my basic taste had been formed
one of the things we need to bring home to ourselves is this
we must not think when we are bringing up our children that
it will do to wait it will never do to wait that doesndoean t mean
that we should get the children to try to experience things
which are beyond their age although most children are more
aware of mature things than most parents realize but what it
does mean is that we need to try and give the best to our
children from the beginning

the outside world could not come in upon me in that
little cottage in essex it wasngasn t there I1 was in an artificial
situation of restriction another example my father and mother
were both trained singers and they sang good things they
sang their children to sleep with them I1 was put to the piano
at the age of three and I1 learned to read music before I1 could
read a book so much so that I1 used later to sneak a book
on to the piano when I1 had learned to read play the
music and be reading a book at the same time it was my way
of getting through my practice but when my father died my
mother had to find some means of earning extra money in
order to do that she took to singing things which perhaps
she would have preferred not to sing such vulgarities as the
bells of st mary s or come to the fair at twelve or
thirteen I1 used to go and accompany her on diethedledhe piano and I1

used to have to play these things at that age I1 already loathed
them I1 did not have to be told that they were vulgar I1 could
hear that they were

DISCRIMdiscriminationINATION

the church seems not to have applied the same restric-
tions in music as in the fine arts this is true I1 think of the
puritan movement as a whole when one has been brought up
to discriminate in music one can feel whether music is good
or bad morally as well as technically let me air somesornesoine opinions
here that I1 do not want to discuss I1 do not want even to say
that they are right they are convictions of mine upon which
I1 should like you to reflect take wagner there is a sickly
sexuality inin tristan and isolde there is a sickly religiosity in
parsifal and there is a close relationship between the sickly
religiosity of parsifal and the sickly eroticism of tristan these
productions of wagner are quite different from his meister
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singer the mastersingersMastersingers which celebrates a community in
balance with itself and which when I1 hear its march gives me
some feeling in music of the strength and organization of our
own church the group celebrating the power and glory with
which it is inspired

now beethoven since I1 have grown up I1 can never feel
certain about anything in beethoven not quite certain there
is that streak of defiance it is not despair it is very often
triumph but even then there is a kind of grimness in it a kind
of determined self assertion it is there even in the last works
the last sonatas or quartets they are wonderfully meditative
and then suddenly this kind of 1 I beethoven aniamani still here
is obtruded upon one this can be felt most clearly when
beethoven isis contrasted in his last works with the religious
works of bach which are absorbed completely into worship
there is a passage in herman hesse s das glasperlensplelglasperlenspiel
which has been translated into english under the title of
magister ludi about bach s heiterkeitHeiter keit I1 cannot translate this
word exactly into english but it is shall we say a more even
controlled and elevated kind of cheerfulness bach as we
know was a married man on no uncertain scale a sort of
mormon before his time and this combination of bach s kind
of cheerfulness and the fact that he was a polyphiloprogenitivephiloprogenitivepoly
family man isis one of the sources of this iimusiclusic which flows on
develops evolves combines spreads goes up and down at the
same time but always comes back again as he dances his worship
before our father there is no individual self assertion there
at all

WORDS WORDS WORDS

the difficulty about literature is that it is inin words not in
paint not in musical sound but inin words and therefore it is
in the medium in which we live and move and have our being
in consequence literature gets mixed up with our lives in a way
which we notice we do not notice the effect of musicmusic and
painting in the same conscious way it is difficult for an artist
in words to avoid the resentful feeling that the painter and the
composer are usually criticized by people who know something
about the medium and the general public accepts that but
when it comes to art in words most people feel they have a
right to an informed opinion of their own this is where
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education comes in it iiitlaymaylay help us to be more diffident about
our opinions we can learn to like things we did not like
before I1 struggled for about twelve years to appreciate drydendryden
but I1 liked him inin the end and I1 am glad I1 made the effort

contemporary PUBLIC TASTE

at this point it may be appropriate to introduce a quotation
to keep himself unspotted from the world for I1 want to say

something about contemporary public taste mormonscormons nowadays
have at least superficially to live far moreinorelnore in the world than
they used to their once fastness is overflown by the airplane
and they live inin utah more or less as mormonscormons have to live
elsewhere cheek by jowl with non mormonscormons apart though inin
some ways we still are we get imperceptibly closer and closer
to the world as time goes on the greatest danger lies in accept-
ing the world s values because we fail to notice that the world s

values are creeping inin and insiduouslyinsidiously undermining our faith
and our practise the world of advertisement and its use of
pornography in all mass media is one of the prime examples
of this I1 cannot now take even so called quality british news-
papers into my household without taking libidinous advertise-
ments inin with themthernthein

cosmetics are also important here and dress this does not
apply so much to men as to women althoughc it is most
unfortunately beginning to apply to men too A grim quotation
from yeats illustrates the point maybe the bridebed brinosbrings
despairfordespair For each an imagined image bringsandbringsAnd finds a real
image there where isis the line to be drawn between on the one
hand the desireabilitydesireability that a woman should inakemake the most of
herself and on the other hand the urge induced inin her by ad-
vertisementvertisement to substitute for herself some nmonstrous image that
the mass media project an inimagelage which isis anti art fashion
usually is anti art

there is a progression downhill from changing the colourbolour
of the cheek and lips to artificial eyelashes wigs and so on
even men have padding inin the shoulders of their suits to live
up to some trapezoid ideal of maleness there must be a point
alongb this scale at which art ceases to be moral and becomes
immoral the attempt to present oneself to the world and
possibly to one s future partner as a different person from what
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one actually is is that not a dangerously wicked piece of
deceit

how rarely nowadays is one able to see a girl in the prime
of health with her own colourbolour on her lips and cheeks and her
own natural hair uninterferedinterferedun with compare the sweet dis-
order with what you see when a woman comes from the
hairdresser crowned with that appalling mechanical tidiness
an exactness which makes one feel that her head has been
covered with a plastic shell it is the same with dress no
doubt the garden of eden was the ideal thing but we have
ever sincesince had to face the fact that we clothe ourselves and the
verdict of history is simple and sstraightforwardstraight forward it is the ver-
dict of the whole of the east the whole of classical times of
the whole middle ages and of the whole of the nineteenthi

century practically up to the first world war that there is only
one aesthetically satisfactory place at which a woman s costume
can be terminated so as not to interfere with the beauty of her
forinform and that isis just above the foot and nowhere else I1 am
talking both aesthetically and morally now for since these
ideas spring from religion there isis a relationship between
them

inattention
A major point about our time is that of the cultivation

of inattention which is a kind of hypnosis or drug addiction
people who keep the TV and the radio on the whole time are
dolndoindoing

171
themselves and their children and their neighbors a

disservice because they are encouraging inattention something
that is there the whole time isis background and no longer
draws proper attention it dulls it becomes a kind of drug it
floats you sluggishly along it isis like a stream of dirty luke-
warm water a kind of inferior bath taken disgustingly 111iiiili11in1

common we are 0givengiven our free agency in order to choose and
one of the things of which we need to remind ourselves isis that
choice isis implicit inin the whole of our lives and at every moment
of our lives this means that we should not submit ourselves
to mechanical agencies which prevent us from exercising choice
and which encourage our inattention because of all the things
that are required inin art the cultivation of delicate and sensitive
attention isis the most important
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ART IN THE CHURCH

art inin the church must depend on the relationship between
the members of the church and the artist with his technique
and his desire for self expression that relationship can be
encouraged into harmony by education in the church we are
in a difficult position inin the church because we are out of
touch with the modern world and we are in a magnificent
position inin the church forgorforexactlyfor exactly the same reason we have a
message to the world that message springs from our faith in
order to givelve ive that message we need to select from the world
the instruments which will help us to convey our faith and at
the same time we need to study the world to understand
with what we have to deal but we need to study the world
not from the point of view of the world because that isis wrong
but from the point of view of the center which we have in the
church and inin ourselves that enables us to judge clearly and
firmly one of the major tasks of our education surely isis to
apply the church s standards to the great artistic works of all
time inin order that we may judge them in their approaches to
the relationship of god and man

the holy spirit does not do everything for us it isis there
to guide us when we are unable to do what is needed for our-
selves it is up to us in our church to educate ourselves to the
point at which we can experience the best of art and to begin
with our children with our young children it begins they
are affected from the beginning by what isis on and heard within
the walls of the home their environment creates their taste
there isis room for optimism shakespeare succeeded inin produc-
ingc the greatest nonscriptural literary art of all time and also
in being popular he did not achieve this immediately in his
early poems he was writing something exclusive for a coterie
the young men around the earl of southampton then he
produces inin his comedies brilliant things which people like we
find that he may give themthein depreciatory titles As you like
it what you will these titles indicate this isis your sort
of taste still though As you like it may be a botch twelfth
night isis both finely made and popular and from julius
caesar onward to the end of his life shakespeare produced
his greatest work and this work was in tune with his time he
was universally appreciated he was regarded as the greatest
dramatist of them all by even such a man as ben jonson he
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received acclaim in his lifetime that is something for us to
remember because it is of profound importance the greatest
literary artist of all time had a certain amount of struggle yet
liehelleile achieved a balance with his audience but then he could
hardly have succeeded at another time had he been born twenty
years earlier he would have had another task before him that
of educating taste and liehelleile might not have been so great a
dramatist his precursors prepared the way for him great artists
come when the time has arrived for themthern to come and inin the
meantime let us do all that we can to educate ourselves so that
we can say we needs must know the highest when we see it

if the artist lives the life of the church the right kind of
art will be forthcoming art in the church is a bridge to the
world a bridge to help us convert as we produce in art the
testimonies of our spirit so the outside world will come to
recognize us as being the one true source of christian faith
eliot once spoke of the life of the saint and in our church
we are all saints as a lifetime burning in every moment
that is what we may come after development to experience
in the celestial kingdom does anybody seriously believe that
in the celestial kingdom there will be light music in cafes
or light reading in bed or kitsch pictures like those on chocolate
boxes if we are struggling towards the celestial kingdom
must we not try to experience and find the best of all time all
the time not just a good time the world of cafecage musicmusic and
light reading and the chocolate box is not the vision of
revelations



hebraisms in the
book of mormon
A preliminary survey

JOHN A TVEDTNES

thoughthouohthoush the book of mormon expressly states that it is

written inin the language of the egyptians 1 I nephi 12
nevertheless it quite clearly reflects a number of hebrew
idioms and contains numerous hebrew words this isis no doubt
due to the fact that the nephitesNephites retained the hebrew lan-
guage albeit in an altered form see mormon 933935953955 more-
over it isis not impossible that the plates themselves contained
hebrew words idioms and syntax written inin egyptian cursive
script moroni s reformed egyptian see mormon 932

in this present treatise we will not be concerned so much
with the methodolomethmethodologyodolo y involved inin the writing of the book of
mormon as with the evidence for the use of hebrew expres-
sions or of expressions akin thereto only the more important
examples will be cited

it should first of all be pointed out that the author will
contend on the basis of the evidence to be given that the
book of mormon inin its english form as provided by joseph
smith isis inin many respects a nearly literal translation thus
many of the expressions found therein do not properly be-
long to the english language but rather to the language
from which the book was translated indeed in most cases
thus far investigated book of mormon expressions which are
ungrammatical in english are perfect hebrew grammar in
viewview of the fact that joseph smith did not know hebrew inin

john A tvedtnesedtnes isis a teaching assistant inin hebrehebrewcebrev at the university of
utah and an instructor inin anthropology at the BYU salt lake center A
spedspecialistalist inin linguistics and the semisemitictic languages mrairnirdir tvedtnes isis author of
the church of methe old testament and has also written a number of articles

50
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those early years this is good evidence for the authenticity
of the translation for example in the 1830 edition of the
book of mormon we read that when moroni had said these
words he went forth among the people wavingb the rent of
his garment in the air P 351.351551 when the word rent is
used as a noun in english it may refer to a hole caused by
rending but not to my knowledge to a portion of rent cloth
the unlikely usage of rent in english as a noun no doubt
contributed to the fact that in subsequent editions of the book
of mormon it was changed to read rent part alma 4619
but the hebrew would inin this instance use but one word
qeracqera0perac rent part coming from araqarqra he rent tore for
nouns in hebrew are derived from roots as are hebrew
verbs by the addition of certain vowel patterns that distin-
guish them from other parts of speech

another example is that of the frequent usage of that or
which inin the first edition where in english who whom

properly belongs the change to the latter is of course war-
ranted in the english lanoulanaulanguageage but unfortunately a hebraism
is lost by such a transtransformationforin atlon for in hebrew the relative
pronoun derdefaerrhyrhi is used for both human and nonhumannon human as

well as for place relativization

SINGULAR PLURAL distinctions
certain hebrew words are treated differently in regards to

number than their english correspondences the plural form of
god DFy for example is elobhohlelohhoblelohimelohjmnohlJmin which except where re-

ferring to pagan gods takes a singular verb see gen 1111

reminding us that joseph smith speaks of a council of the
gods A council would be a single body and would therefore
take a singular verb this would explain why the father
son and holy ghost are said to be one god eioeloelouelohinielohbinihinibinlim in the
book of mormon see 11II nephi 3121 mosiah 154 alma
1144 III111 nephi 11112727 28 36 28281010 mormon 77.7777

some hebrew words have no singular form at all but al-
ways appear in the dual or the plural one such is habylhayytmhayyl771

tllivesivesilves which is generally translated as life though joseph
smith said that it should always be rendered lives in the ex-
pression eternal life rereferringferrin a to the eternal increaseincrease in pos-
terity for those who attain exaltation two words that exist
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only in the dual form are jamayiminayzln heavens and its related
word hlayhlajmaylinim waters the author can find no examples of

heaven singular inin the book of mormon and water is

mmostost often rendered inin the plural
the english word people except when used collectively

takes a plural verb its hebrew equivalent camm however takes
a singular verb inin most instances thus we read in alma 3024-
25 this people isis this is however weak evidence
of a hebraism inasmuch as the verb to be is not used to re-
flect present tense inin hebrew nevertheless joseph smith s use
of is instead of are and indeed of this instead of

these could reflect the notion of singularity of thediedle noun

MOST COMMON IDIOMS

the most common hebraic idioms found in the book of
mormon involve the frequent repetition of yea and of and
the use of behold and the phrase it came to pass 11

the revised standard version uses the words yea and
yes not in response to a question 81 times of these 3533

are translations of the word ki sometimes translated that for
because 12 from the word ramgamgain also I11 from a combi-
nation of both tandfand ramgamgain 18 from the word u and and
11 fronifromfrongromgronigroni the word ap often a sign of affirmation six oc-
currencescurrences represent the addition of the english word not trans-
lated from the hebrew while there are two occurrences each
of a translation from aklakgak and hhmehh7nnfh whether or not these
words should have been translated yea or by another term

truly surely indeed for and behold etc is unimportant
they are it would seem used for emphasis in public discourses
sucksuchsuch usage appears frequently inin the book of mormon and
often inin seriesserlesseriesserles the following example isis taken from alma
591159 11

and again I1 ask were the bands of death broken and
the chains of hell which encircled them about were they
loosed I1 say unto you yea they were loosed and their souls
did expand and they did sing redeeming love and I1 say
unto you that they are saved and now I1 ask of you on what
conditions are they saved yea what grounds had they to hope
for salvation what isis the cause of their being loosed from
the bands of death yea and also the chains of hell behold
I1 can tell you
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the word and italicized above could just as well have
been translated yea in addition to this device alma uses the
expression 1 I say unto you for emphasis the latter is a com-
mon hebraism denoting authority on the part of the speaker
the reader will recall its frequent use by the savior verily
verily I1 say unto you

hebrew uses the conjunction and uw much more fre-
quently than english it is frequently used at the beginning of
a sentence even when there is no reason for linking that
sentence up with the precedingI1 sentence in english we use

and to link up syntactically related words clauses and sen-
tences only in hebrew it may sometimes be used for special
emphasis the hebrew w may oftentimes be translated now
or for instead of and in many instances in the book of
mormon such as enos 13 it is translated and now an
excellent example of its frequent use is found in alma 4316-
20

now the leader of the nephitesNephites or the man who had
been appointed to be the chief captain over the nephitesNephites
now the chief captain tcokccok the command of all the armies of
the nephitesNephites and his name was moroni and moroni took
all the command and he was only twenty and five
years old and it came to pass that he met the lamanitesLamanites
inin the borders of jershonbershonJershon and his people were armed with
swords and with cimeterscimeters and all manner of weapons of war
and when the armiesarmies of the lamanitesLamanites saw that moroni
had prepared his people with breastplatesbreast plates and with arm
shields yea and also shields to defend their heads and also
they were dressed with thick clothing now the army of zera
hemnahhemdah was not prepared with any such thing they had only
their swords and their cimeterscimeters their bows and their arrows
their stones and their slings and they were naked

the multiplicity of particles such as and with and and
their inin the foregoing may seem to the lay reader a waste of
precious space on the plates they are however necessary items
inin hebrew moreover in both egyptian and hebrew they are
treated as affixes to the noun and take up very little space in
writing compared to their english counterparts the use of
the pronominal suffix is discussed below in more detail
hebraists will note that some of the glosses of and given
above are no doubt examples of hattwawwaitbatt conversive

the occurrence of and also isis frequent in hebrew its use
isis clearly reflected inin this passage from jacob 45
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behold they believed inin christ and worshippedworshipped the
father in his name and also we worship the father inin his
name

while this is perfect hebrew and also begamwegam being writ-
ten as one word with the possible translation of yea
also english would more properly render it and we also
worship the father

the expression it camecarnecaine to pass occurs so frequently in
the book of mormon that in the present french edition it has
been deleted in the translation from the english with the
notation that wherever the asterisk appears the expression exists
in the original the phrase is particularly elaborate inin alma
252511 where we read and behold now it camecaniecanle to pass
in jacob 56 it reads and it came to pass that after many
days in the hebrew this would have said and it camecaniecanle
to pass in those many days

once again brevity is no excuse for deleting this expression
inin hebrew though we tire of it quickly in its lengthy english
version the hebrew word hayah it was it became also lleilehelie
was became is our ever present it came to pass with the
preceding conjunction by a process known as waw conversive

the nature of which is much too complex for our present dis-
cussioncussion it becomes wityehiywaysfjiy and it was

pronominal SUFFIXES

in hebrew pronouns used for possession and direct object
are ordinarily attached as suffixes to the noun in case of pos-
session and verb in case of direct object in instances of
possession therefore one cannot say his house and family and
friends etc but rather one isis obliged to say his house and
his family aidandald his friends attaching the pronominal suffix

his to each noun this too isis clearly reflected in the book of
mormon for example we find inin I1 nephi 24

and it came to pass that he departedintodeparted into the wilderness
and he left his house and the land of his inheritance and his
gold and his silver and his precious things the rest
of the verse shows english usage however

such constructions in hebrew could properly though not
grammatically as far as english is concerned be translated as
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noun of him this we find in jacob 52 where jacob says
hear the words of meine

1 instead of my words this then is
an excellent example of the hebrew usage of the pronominal
sufsuffixfix

CONSTRUCT STATE

the possessive examples above bring us to what is called
the construct state wherein two nouns are placed one after the
other because they are in close grammatical relationship one to
another an example in english would be the book of jack
as opposed to jack s book in hebrew we find such expres-
sions as these extracted from numerous verses in the book
of mormon

altar of stones mist of darkness
state of probation skin of blackness
words of plainness night of darkness
land of promise rod ofironof iron
plates of brass gold bands of death
chains of hell voice of the people

some of these are used in english but most are uncommon
though not impossible the author can find no examples in the
book of mormon of constructions such as stone altar black
skin dark mist plain words iron rod brass gold
plates etc though promised land does occasionally appear

albeit fewer times than land of promise

ADVERBS

there are very few adverbs in hebrew at least one adjec-
tive harbv7harabharsbeh many exceeding is used adverbially but more
often a prepositional phrase is used the book of mormon is

replete with adverbial usage of the adjective exceeding as
in exceeding great joy instead of exceedingly inin I1 nephi
812.812 the use of a preposition to produce an adverb isis com-
mon inin hebrew and is likewise common in the book of
mormon from which the following have been extracted as ex-
amples

with harshness instead of harshly
with joy instead of joyfully
with gladness instead of 11 gladly
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with patience instead of patiently
with diligence instead of diligently
in diligence instead of diligently
in abundance instead of abundantly
in righteousness instead of righteously
in the spirit instead of spiritually
in truth NT verily instead of truly verily

be with strength instead of strongly
11 of worth instead of worthy
it of a surety instead of surely

all of these examples would reflect the hebrew proposition b

in with by through sometimes of plus the noun the
book of mormon has many more of these but it contains but
few examples of true english adverbs

THE HEBREW BO

in connection with the above we should consider further
evidence for the usage of the preposition b in the book of
mornmormonmornionionlon with the appended pronominal suffix 0 him it I1

we have meanings such as in it by it with it through
it etc these have their english correspondences in which
11 therein therewith and thereby in the book of mormon
where these latter terms are quite prevalent for example 11II
nephi 14 for behold said he I1 have seen a vision inin which
I1 know that jerusalem is destroyed would read and be-
hold said he I1 have seen a vision inin it I1 know that jerusalem
is destroyed

the above examples therein therewith and there-
by should not be combined with the common thereof of
the book of mormon however the latter is part of the pro-
nominal suffixes mentioned earlier and means of it or if
human of him thus when a man was dead that was
the end thereof aimaailuaalinaalma 3018 could properly read
when a man was dead that was the end of himhinihinhinli or histhis end
likewise I1 nephi 28 and the valley was in diethedle borders near
the mouth thereof could read and the valley was in the
borders near its mouth joseph smith in his near literal ren-
dition of the text has for the most part avoided english pos-
sessive pronouns and replaced them by the there plus prep-
osition in of by with in I1 nephi 2214 moreover
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liehelleile liashasilas preserved the Hebhebraismraisin rather well yea that great
and abominable church shall tumble to the dust and great shall
be the fall of it in both hebrew and egyptian the under-
lined words would appear as but one word lahoughthoughllhough two mor
phernesphemeschernes are involved in this latter exaexampleniple we see another
common hebraism Nornianormallyllyliyily we would expect the english
text to read and its fall shall be great but here we find the
predicate adadjectiveectiveactive Cocoteatgreatteatreat appearing before the verb and
thetiletiietlle subject afterwards this too isis proper hebrew usage for
sentences inin which the predicate isis an adjective

there exists in the Seinselnsemiticseiniticitic languages a construction called
the cognateconnatecoonatecoconate accusative it consists of a verb immediately fol-
lowed by a noun derived from the samesarne root and is often used
for emphasis the book of mormon has examples of this

theythey are cursedfoyed wilb a sore cursing ieie cursed sorely
jacob 33

uorkfivorkdork all manner of fhlefine dvorkuorkivork ieie work well
mosiah 1110

and liehelleile did judge righteous judgments ieie judge
righteously mosiah 2943

in these examples it should be noted that as isis usual in hebrew
except where predicate the adjectives sore fine and

11 righteous would follow their nouns

perhapsPerliperllperil aps the most well known cognate accusative in the book
of mormon isis found inin lehi s conversation with his son nephi

behold I1 have freddreafrfddreameddreaviedvied a dream inin the which ie inin it
1 I nephi 32

in enos 13 we find a hebrew construction similar to
though not identical to the cognate accusative in whichwhid1 the
noun isis derived fromfroni its accompanying verbal root and now
behold this was the desire which I1 desired of him

miscellaneous IDIOMS

in I1 nephi 28 the following appears and it came to
pass that helielleile called the name of the riverriver lamanlantan in
english we would ordinarily expect to read he called the
riverriver laman or by the name of Lalamannian or lie named the
riverriver lamanlantan if we assume that the original text used the
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semitic imin to name we would have a construction similar
to the cognate accusative reading lleileliehe nannamedled the name
but mm though extant inin arabic does not appear in the bibli-
cal texts thoughc it most certainly existed inin hebrew at one
time as isis evidenced by the existence of its noun leauleiulean30w name
the bible uses the term qatarariiril bem he called by the namenaine
eitherelther way the expression stands out as a hebraism

the hebrew backbackgroundbackaroundbaround of the book of mormon would
most certainly be suspect if the text did not include that one
11mustlust 6go up to jerusalem and

46go downdoun thertherefromefroin eg 1I

nephi 72372 3 jerusalem was considered to be the holy place
where god came down to manifest himself inin the temple and
was thus closer to the heavens than other points on the earth
hence one ascends inin going to the holy city

in the book of mormon direct quotations are often intro-
duced by statements such as this one from I1 nephineplilneplir 219

and it cainecamecalne to pass that the lord spake untounio weme saying
the narrative portions of the book of mornionmormon con-

taining dialogue are replete with this introduction this com-
mon hebraism aamarmar lelenarlenwrmarmat means literally he spake to
speak

another commoncornmon hebraismi found inin the book of mormon
isis lleilehelie said inin his heart meaning lleileliehe thought
SPECIAL WORDS

A number of words inin the book of mormon text seem to
reflect a hebrew rather than an english usage inin the original0
and thus provide additional evidence for the authenticity of
the book witness the use of anger as a verb inin 11II nephi
429 while one hebrew word ocanacankcacanfcanqcan mean to anger
inin englishenalish we must use be angry become angry etc

the hebrew particle I11 an inseparable preposition prefixed
to nouns pronouns and verbs means not only to its usual
meaning but also for and belonging to thus inin mo
ronironi s preface to the book of mormon the statement and also
to the convincing of the jew and gentile should read for the
convincing for clarity nevertheless both renditions are valid
translations of the hebrew

verse 22 of 11II nephi 4 reads he hath confounded minemine
enemiesenemies mutounto the causing of them to quake before me the
enenglishglish text isis lengthy for such a simple statement but inin
hebrew all of the italicized portion can be handled
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by one vergverbzerb and its affixes this is no doubt why the rendering
in english isis awkward

in hebrew other than in prepositional phrases the in-
direct object is merely a second direct object thus one may
say we desired aimhimhinzarm that liehelleile would give unto us the rec-
ords 1 I nephi 324 instead of we desired of him as in
english in this example we have properly speaking two
direct objects 1 1 hlinhim and 2 that helielleile would give

As lehilehl prayed unto the lord there came a pillar of fire
and dwelt upon a rock before himhi rn 1 I nephi 16 the use of
the verb dwelt rather than the usual sat may seem peculiar
to those unacquainted with the fact that one word jfe inin he-
brew has both the lneinemeaninganing of dwell and of sit

likewise the hebrew word issahzssah plural nanasamnastman5n means
both woman and wife thus when nephi speaks of our
women 1 I nephi 1720 liehelleile isis not being disrespectful but is
merely displaying proper hebrew usage of the term by the
sailsallsameie token we learn that amulekamules my women was a
polygamist alma 1011

nephi s statements about the wicked who seek to hide
thentheir counsel ffromgromrornborn the lord 11II11 nephi 2727 289 while not
totally illogical is somewhat vague in meaning this situation
can be clarified by pointing out that the hebrew word for con-
versing consulting or counselingb laalsodfodlaai

I1
also means secret

one can more readily imagine the wicked attempting to hide
their secrets from the lord with this meaning another ren-
dition of amos 37 would be surely the lord god will do
nothing but liehelleile revealethrevealeth his COUNSEL instead of secret
unto his servants the prophets in many ways this isis prefer-
able on the other hand the secret would have to be the
secret of his being

in the book of Momormonrinon the word towards is often used
where we would expect the word to the former inin english
usage generally indicates in the direction of but without
indicating whether or not the traveler has or will arrive at the
place indicated he may have as his destination an intermediate
point to on the other hand would indicate arrival at the
destination in hebrew the old accusative ending ah added to
a definite noun clivesives the meaning of towards or to with-
out distinction as to whether or not the desinationdesignationdesination is the noun
used eg micrayiniw1craylin egypt becomes inicrayiniahmicrayhnah toward
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to egypt this ending isis quite commonly used to mean
simply to even though it may be indefinite thus inin joseph
smith s near literal translation we read that nephi 0wento ent forth
towardstawardsloicartls instead of to the house of laban 1 I nephi 45

in the foregoing we have detailed but a few of the he
braisbralsbraisnisbraismsnis evident in the enoEnaenglishlisla text of the book of mormon
only the more important of those thus far noted have been
given here the author has not yet completed his systematic sur-
vey of the book of mormon in a search for evidences of a
hebrew origin and time precludes the possibility of complet-
ing this task at present the project will not lie dormant how-
ever for the work is not only interesting but fruitful more im-
portantlyportantly it serves to strengthen an already strong testimony
of the divine authenticity of the book of mormonmornion



educating the saints
A brigham young mosaic

HUGH NIBLEY

the brigham young paradox A big black leather chair
stood in brigham young s office by the lion house it faced
the window on the opposite wall and the president s desk in
the middle of the room first time visitors to the office were
invited to sit on that chair facing the strong light of day and
the calm blue eyes of brother brigham who sat there at his
desk his back to the window quietly waiting for his guest to
say something after all the man had come to see him and
it was only right to let him state his business president young
according to grandfather 1 would never say a word for the first
three minutes and at the end of those first three minutes he
always knew exactly the sort of man he was dealing with and
the nature greedy benign or sinister of his business and
he never here grandpa smote the arm of his chair had to
change his mind his psychoanalytical techniques black lea-
ther couch and all were deadly accurate and always put him
on top of the situation brigham young used to say that no
man if allowed to speak could possibly avoid revealing his
true character for out of the abundance of the heart the
tongue speakethspeaketh

it isis important to know this if we would understand brig-
ham young himself no man ever spoke his mind more frankly
on all subjects all his days he strove to communicate his in-
most feelings unburdeningburdeningun himself without the aid of notes or

dr nibley professor of history and religion at brigham young university has
written waw1widelydelydeiy on many church subjects

charles W nibley during the winter of 1921 when president nibley
was writing hhiss reminiscences at ocean park calcalifif he used to read the manu-
script to the famldamlfamilyay1y of the author inin the evenings telling as he went the much
better stories left out of the official biography this was one of them and has
sincesince then been repeatedly confirmed by preston nibley who had it from the
same source
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preparation in a vigorous and forthright prose that was the
purest anti rhetoric it has been common practice to dismiss any
saying

1
of his of which one disapproves and he makes no ef-

fort to please by observing that he said so much on so many
things that he was bound to contradict hirnhimselfselfseif and therefore
need not be taken too seriously all the time no view could
be more ill advised for there never was a man more undeviat-
ingly consistent and rational in thought and utterance but we
must let him speak for himself to see that and that is what
his critics stubbornly refuse to do allowing him only an occa-
sional phrase or two quoted out of context to clinch their case
the few quotations that follow are it is true only a tantaliz-
ingly small fraction of the prophet s inspired and resounding
utterances on the subject of education but at least there will be
enough of themthein to establish a definite thesis granted that
brigham would admonish the saints to wear overcoats one day
so to speak and the next day turn around and advise shirt
sleeves the element of scandal and confusion vanishes if we
only get the main idea which isis that it is not the rule book or
the administration but the weather that prescribes the proper
dress for the day all the other apparent contradictions in
brother brigham s teachings likewise vanish when we grasp the
main idea behind them

what for example could sound inoremorelnore worldly and self
centered than a remark such as 1 I labor for my own dear self
I1 have self continually before me the object of my pursuit is to
benefit my individual person that is until we read the
whole statement which continues men may think and
some of them do that we have a right to work for ourselves
but I1 say we have no time to do that in the narrow selfish
sense generally entertained when speaking about working for
self 1410169.1410169 2 what can he possibly mean he ex-
plains the only way properly to serve one s self is to labor
in the kingdom of god any other course is folly in the ex-
treme 1410169.1410169 do you want riches pertaining to this
world yes we acknowledge we do that again seems bru-
tally frank until we read on 1 I merely use the term riches to
lead the mind along until we obtain eternal riches in the celes

the references that follow unless prefixed by millennial siatstaisiarstaf or brigham
young HhitthistsI1 all refer to the journal of discourses the first number inin the
reference isis the volume the second the page and the third number indicates
the year
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tiai kingdom of god which is a very different thing 1537
72.72 we seem to hear the credo of the ambitious executive
when we read we are organized for the express purpose of
controlling the elements of organizing and disorganizingorganizingdis of
ruling over kingdoms principalities and powers but the
next sentence completely reverses our verdict and yet our
affections are often too highly placed upon the paltry perish-
able objects we love houses gold silver and various kinds
of property and all who unduly prize any object there isis be-
neath the celestial world are idolatorsidolatersidolidola torsaters 535756555756335756.335756 so it isis all
along we may grant that Brigbrighamhain young talks like a solid
hardheadedhard headed yankee materialist but only as long as we undeunder-
stand

r
that the only matter that interests him is the enduring

substance of eternity there is no real paradox when he says
then let us seek to extend the present life to the uttermost

and thus prepare for a better life 1113265.1113265 he is
thinking of this life only in terntermsis of the next

but very few people have been able to see that there are
those in this congregation who are so shortsightedshort sighted and so
destitute of eternal wisdom and knowledge that they believe
that brother brigham is after property after the things of this
world 812560.812560 well what else could they think of any
man who rolled over all opposition amassed substance and
power and coninicommandedanded the absolute obedience that brigham
young did to do that in terms of our world a man must
needs be a combination of Tamerlaine caesar borgia and
boss tweed and as such even the latter day saints have pic-
tured brigham young how can you explain to the average
american that there was once a shrewd yankee farmer and
builder with a passion for thrift 1 I never suffered a peachpitpeachpit
to be thrown away nor ate an apple without saving the seeds
to plant 1033564 who practiced and preached as the
watchword of his economy the slogan never count the cost
how could you make himhirn believe that the same dynamic char-
acter whose astounding accomplishments have made his namenarne
a synonym for work used to admonish his people work
lesslealeoieos wear less eat less and we shall be a great deal wiserwiser
healthier and wealthier people 1212227.1212227 how could
you ask him to take seriously the multiinultimultimillionairemillionaire who de-
clares 1 I have never walked across the street to make a trade
I1 do not care anything much about such things l2218f12218f
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68.68 or the devoted family nianman who advised missionaries to
follow his example and put all thought of family fronfromfronii their
nmindslinds 1 I am not bound to wife or child to house or farm or
anything else on the face of the earth but the gospel of the
son of god 141970.141970 here is the great leader who is
utterly contemptuous of his inimagelage 1 I care not one groat
whether they believe all that I1 say or not or whether they love
nniemeie or not I1 have no concern about that 1030264.1030264
here is the man who worked himself almost to death to get
the nauvoo templetempie built on timetinietin ie and then rejoiced to see it
inin flanfianflamesiesles 1 I was thankful to see the temple in nauvoo on
firefirelre when I1 saw the flflamesanies I1 said good father if you
want it to be burned up 820360820560820360.820360

there isis no paradox in all this brigham young was able
to master the things of the world because liehelleile would not let
them iimastermasierlaster himhinihinhinli liehelleile took the nmeasureleasure of a world that could
never understand him it is not a case of physical versus
11 spiritual values but of eternal things physical or not versus
things we know to be passing and therefore unworthy of our
ultimate dedication what isis the earth in its present condi-
tion nothing but a place inin which we nnlaymaylay learn the first
lesson towards exaltation and that is obedience to the gospel
of the son of god 1423271 that makes education the
purpose of our life a special kind of education the
world are seeking after the paltry perishable things of time
and sense they are their glory their pretended coniconlcomfortfort
their god and their daily study and pursuit 6405764057.64057
but not for us seek first the kingdomkingdoni of god and let
the gold and silver the houses the lands the horses the
chariots the crowns the thrones and the doindolndominionsinions of this
world be dead to you 126653.126653 the latter day
saints have been driven from their homes and their goods
have been spoiled but they esteenesteemi this as nothing what do
vewe care for houses and lands and possessions the whole
earth is before us and all the guiness thereof 111664.111664

that sounds like another paradox we do not mind the loss
of earthly things as long as we get possession of the whole
earth yes but inin the proper way while the inhabitants of
the earth are bestowing all their ability both mental and physi-
cal upon perishable objects those who profess to be latter day
saints who have the privilege of receiving and understanding
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the principles of the holy gospel are in duty bound to study
and find out and put in practice in their lives those principles
that are calculated to endure and that tend to a continual in-
crease in the world to come 2915329153.29153 As I1 said yesterday
to a bishop who was mending a breach in the canal and ex-
pressed a wish to continue his labor on the following sabbath
as his wheat was burning up let it burn when the time comes
that isis set apart for worship go up and worship the lord
555156555106333156533156533156.333156. let the kitchens take care of themselves
and let the barns the flocks and herds take care of themselves
and if they are destroyed while you are praying be able freely
to say go they are the lord s 553555555535355.35355 the treas-
ures of the earth are merely to provide us with room and board
while we are here at school being made for the comfort of
the creature not for his adoration they are made to sustain
and preserve the body while procuring the knowledge and wis-
dom that pertain to god and his kingdom in order that we
may preserve ourselves and live forever in his presence
8134f60

the astonishing thing is that brigham young as his be-
havior demonstrated on innumerable occasions really believed
what he preached which goes far to explaining his brilliant
success in surmounting the most terrifying obstacles the
gospel of life and salvation reveals to each individual who
receivesreceives it that this world is only a place of temporary dura-
tion existence trials etc its present fashion and uses are but
for a few days while we were created to exist eternally
55357555575535755357. that is the basic idea which resolves the paradoxes
of brigham young s philosophy no one grants more readily
than this supremely practical man of affairs that the things of
this world add to our national comfort and are necessary to
sustain mortal life and that we need these comforts to
sustain our earthly existence but none is moreinore emphatic in
insisting that those things have nothing to do with the spirit
feeling consolation light glory peace and joy that pertains to
heaven and heavenly things which are the food of the ever-
living spirit within us this I1 know by experience I1 know
that the things of this world from beginning to end from the
possession of mountains of gold down to a crust of johnny-
cake make little or no difference in the happiness of an indi-
vidual 713559715559713559.713559 so we live two lives at once taking care
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to keep our values straight 1 I have a being and a life here
and this life is very valuable it is a most excellent life I1

have a future I1 am living for another existence that is far
above this sinful world 1322070.1322070

the expanding mind brigham young was the prophet
joseph s most faithful disciple their teachings are one as the
minds of the saints and prophets have always been one be-
fore he met joseph smith brigham recalls the secret feeling
of my heart was that I1 would be willing to crawl around the
earth on my hands and knees to see such a man as peter
jeremiah moses or any man that could tell me anything about
god and heaven 822860822860.822860 and then when I1 saw joseph
smith he took heaven figuratively speaking and brought it
down to earth and he took the earth brought it up and
opened up in plainness and simplicity the things of god and
that is the beauty of his mission 553257555257533257.533257 it was a mind
stretching religion thy mind 0 man said the prophet

if thou wilt lead a soul to salvation must stretch as high as
the utmost heavens and search into and contemplate the dark-
est abyss and the broad expanse of eternity teachings p
137.137157313731571373137.3 the promise liehelleile gave to those who took the gospel and
the cause of judah to heart was that your minds will expand
wider and wider until you can circumscribe the earth and the
heavens and contemplate the mighty acts of jehovah in all
their variety and glory teachings p 163 what attests
to him the divinity of the bible is that it is so much beyond
the narrow mindedness of men that every man is constrained
to exclaim it came from god ibid p 11.11iillli the holy
ghost the ultimate teacher has no other effect than pure
intelligenceintelligenc6intelligency it is more powerful in expanding the mind en-
lightening the understanding and storing the intellect with
present knowledge it is the pure light of intelligence

ibid p 3939.59 mind and heart must expand together accord-
ing to the prophet you must enlarge your souls towards
each other let your hearts expand let them be enlarged
towards others ibid p 228.228 for not only is the mind or
intelligence which man possesses coequal with god him-
self inin time ibid p 353 but all the minds and spirits that
god ever sent into the world are susceptible of enlargement

teachings hereafter refers to joseph fielding smith ed teachings7 eachcachings of the
prophet joseph smith salt lake city deseret news press 1942
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so that they have one glory upon another ibid
p 354

this was what Brigbrighamhainharn young learned fromfroin his beloved
joseph as helieileite continued to receivereceive revelation upon revelation
ordinance upon ordinance truth upon truth 164243164243.164243
it was all good news what are we here for to learn to
enjoy more and to increase in knowledge and experience

1422871.1422871 learning is our proper calling we shall never
cease to learn unless we apostatize can you understand
that 320556520556320356320356. god has given us mental and physical
powers to be improved 1023163 and along with them

our senses if properly educated are channels of endless felic-
ity to us 924462924462.924462 all systems are go for the ex-
panding mind let us not narrow ourselves up for the world
with all its variety of useful information and its rich hoard of
hidden treasure is before us and eternity with all its sparkling
intelligence lofty aspirations and unspeakable glories isis before
us 89108989108910.10.10iolo the news is all good forever and when we
have passed into the sphere where joseph isis there is still an-
other department and then another and another and so on to
an eternal progression in exaltation and eternal lives this is
the exaltation I1 ainamaiualu looking for 537556557556337556337556. when we
have lived millions of years inin the presence of god and angels

shall we cease learning no or eternity ceases 6344
5959. first and last the gospel isis learning unlimited

weve try harder the mormonscormons were latecomerslatecornerslatecomerscorners inin the
learning bgameoame and it is not hard to see why most of the
people called latter day saints have been taken fronifrom the rural
and manufacturing districts of this and the old countries and
they belonged to the poorest of the poor 11 1410369.1410369 we
have gathered the poorest class of men to be found on the
continent of Aniamericaerica and I1 was one of them and we have
gathered the samesarne class fronifromfroni europe 1412171.1412171 1 I1

never went to school but eleven days in my life 1314969
1 I arnam a man of few words and unlearned in the learning of
this generation 928762928762.928762 brother heber and I1 never went
to school until we got into Mormomormonismnisin that was the first of
our schooling 5975759757.59757 such men concominglim1

of aoeageageb inin the
flowering of their native new england hungered for the
things of the mind the moresoforeso since they had been denied
thernthem we are all of the laboring and middle class there
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are but few in this church who are not of the laboring class
and they have not had the opportunity to cultivate their minds

670f57 yet they felt strongly the necessity of the
mind being kept active and having the opportunity of indulging
in every exercise it can enjoy inin order to attain to a full de-
velopment of its powers 136169.136169 mormonismMormonisni gave themthern
their great chance as it sought in the words of joseph smith

to inspire every one who is called to be a inministerinister of these
glad tidings to so improve his talent that helieileite may gain other
talents teachings p48

if they were late starters the gospel gave the saints cer-
tain advantages which might even enable themthern to overhaul the
more privileged for one thing they had motivating zeal take
those who are in the enjoyment of all the luxuries of this life
and their ears are stopped up they cannot hear but go to the
poor and they are looking every way for deliverance
their ears are opened and their hearts are touched these
are they that we gather 1225668.1225668 true very few of
the learned or of those who are high and lifted up inin the esti-
mation of the people receive the gospel 147570 but that
is all to the good since such haughtiness can be paralyzing
god isis now working with rough but reliable materials the
beginning of this dispensation of the fulnessfalness of times may well
be compared to the coincolncommencementrncencenienceni ent of a temple the material of
which it is to be built being still scattered unshaped and un-
polished in a state of nature 1216168.1216168 A spirit and
power of research is planted within yet they remainremain unde-
velopedve loped 71597159.7159 when we look at the latter day saints
and remember that they have been taken from the coal pits
from the ironworks from the streets from the kitchens and
from the barns and factories and from hard serviceservice in the
countries where they formerly lived we cannot wonder at their
ignorance 143870143870.143870

but if their ignorance is not to be wondered at neither isis
it to be condoned without a moimormomentnent s delay the newly cconon
vertedaverted saints were put to work on a grandiose intellectual pro-
ject which was nothing less than the salvaging of world civili-
zation As brigham puts it the business of the elders of this
church jesus their elder brother being at their head is to
gather up all the truths in the world pertaining to life and
salvation to the gospel we preach to mechanisms of every
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kind to the sciences and to philosophy wherever they may be
found in every nation kindred tongue and people and bring it
to zion 7283f59 the gathering was to be not only a
bringing together of people but of all the treasures surviving in
the earth from every age and culture every accomplishment
every polished grace every useful attainment in mathematics
music in all science and art belong to the saints and they
rapidly collect the intelligence that isis bestowed upon the na-
tions for all this intelligence belongs to zion all the knowl-
edge wisdom power and glory that have been bestowed upon
the nations of the earth from the days of adam till now
must be gathered home to zion 827960827960.827960 what is this
work the improvement of the condition of the human fami-
ly 194677194677.194677 but why do the poor struggling saints have
to do it because the lord has taken the weak things of the
world to confound the wisewise 143870 and especially be-
cause the rest of the world isis no longer up to it

it was a daring concept but one fully justified by history
that once the lord has bestowed great knowledge and wisdom
upon the inhabitants of the earth much truth in the arts and
sciences it is quite possible for such treasures to be lost this
wisdom will be taken away from the wicked and once it is

gone 1 I question says the farseeingfar seeing brigham young whe-
ther it would return again to this impressive bit of historical
insight he adds an exciting suggestion my faith and my de-
sire are that there should be a people upon the earth prepared
to receive this wisdom it should not be forfeited as to be taken
from the earth 831961.831961 the concept recalling james
hilton s lost horizon is an ancient one being the idea for
example behind the cabbalacambalaCabbala repeatedly brother brigham
admonishes the saints that if they are to carry out such a task
they must in time comeconieconle to equal and even excel the learning of
the world they can do it if they work like demons put
forth your ability to learn as fast as you can and gather all the
strength of mind and principle of faith you possibly can and
then distribute your knowledge to the people 814660.814660
if the world seems far ahead of us remember we are not as
ignorant as they are because like socrates we acknowledge
our ignorance and know where we stand 1438f70l438f70 if the
saints have not had an opportunity to cultivate their minds
neither had they been educated in the devilry and craft of the
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learned classes of mankind to hold them back 670f670f5757.57
joseph smith had assured them that there is a superior intelli-
gence bestowed upon such as obey the gospel teachings p
67 and brigham promised them there is nothing the saints
can ask or pray for that will aid them in their progress
that will not be granted unto them if they will only patiently
struggle on 111465.111465

that last point the patient struggling was the rub presi-
dent young kept after his people all the time after suitable
rest and relaxation there is not a day hour or minute that we
should spend in idleness but every minute of every day of our
lives should strive to improve our minds and to increase our
faith inin the holy gospel 1331070.1331070 A year after the arrival
in the valley brigham young copied down in his journal a
letter which parley P pratt had written to his brother back east
describing the new society all is quiet stillness no elec-
tions no police reports no murders no war nor little war
no policeman has been on duty to guard us from external or
internal dangers here we can cultivate the mind renew the
spirit invigorate the body cheer the heart and ennoble the soul
of man here we can cultivate every science and art calculated
to enlarge the mind accomodateaccommodate the body or polish and adorn
our race and here we can receivereceive and extend that pure intelli-
gence which is unmingled with the jargon of mystic babylon

BrIgbrighambainhainbayn young hist aug 23 1848 p 57.57 wonderful to
relate for the ever practical brigham and the struggling pio-
neers the improvement of the mind always came first brigham
laid it on the line all who do not want to sustain operationcooperationco
and fall into the ranks of improvement and endeavor to im-
prove themselves by every good book were invited to leave
the community 1546913469.13469 the challenge of nature was not
the real issueissue the greatestyreatestgreatestyrea test and most important labour we have
to perform is to cultivate ourselves 1035964.1035964

the universal curriculum what the church most urgent-
ly needed at the start was what might be called missionary
learning it makes perfectly good sense to insist that we
should be familiar with the various languages if we wish to
send to the different nations and to the islands of the sea 8

4060 or that all spend a certain portion of the time in

the so called brigham young history is still in manuscript form in the
church historian s office passages are quoted by permission
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storing their minds with useful knowledge by reading the
bible book of mormon and other church works and histories
scientific works and other useful books 187575.187575 at an
early time brigham young suggested the formation of inde-
pendent study groups among the people call in your
brethren and read the bible the book of mormon the book of
covenants and the other revelations of god in them and talk
over the things contained in those books and deal them out to
your brethren and neighbors 147521475214752. more formal school-
ing had ever an eye to the mission field in our schools all
our educational pursuits are in the service of god for all these
labors are to establish truth on the earth 1326070
specifically that our young men when they go out to preach
may not be so ignorant as they have hitherto 1231 or 406
67.67 good missionaries should know things 1 I do not wish to
be understood as throwing a straw in the way of the elders
storing their minds with all the arguments they can gather
or learning all they can with regard to religions and govern-

ments the more knowledge the elders have the better
85354855548535485354. after all joseph smith had said that the mind of
one who would lead a soul unto salvation must stretch as high
as the utmost heavens teachings p 13715713 77.

but articulate and informed missionaries do not issue forth
from a community of ignoramusesignoramuses zion itself must be the
central hearth and home of a broad and flourishing culture
there is a great work for the saints to do progress and imim-

prove upon and make beautiful everything around you culti-
vate the earth and cultivate your minds 883608856088360.88360 now
if we can take the low and degraded and elevate them in
their feelings language and manners if we can impart to them
the sciences that are in the world teach them all that books
contain and inin addition to all this teach themthern the principles
that are eternal and calculated to make them a beautiful com-
munity lovely in their appearance intelligent in every sense of
the word would you not say that our system is praiseworthy and
possesses great merit 1317670.1317670

for brigham the proper study of mankind is everything
this is the belief and doctrine of the latter day saints learn

everything that the children of men knowenow 167773167775167773.167773 it
all comes under the heading of our religion which circumcircum-
scribes all art science and literature pertaining to heaven
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earth and hell Is there any good it belongs to you and me
Is there virtue it is ours Is there truth it is ours Is there
knowledge it is for us 12257681225768.1225768 every accomplishment
every grace every useful attainment in mathematics in all
science and art belong to the saints and they should avail them-
selves as expeditiously as possible of the wealth of knowledge
the sciencessciences offer to the diligent and persevering scholar

1022463.1022463
A favorite with LDS schoolmenschoolmanschoolmen has been brigham young s

declaration that every art and science known and studied by
the children of men is comprised within the gospel 12257
68.68gs but this does not mean as is commonly assumed that
anything one chooses to teach isis the gospel that would be as
silly as arguing that since all things are made of electrons pro-
tons neutrons etc whenever anyone opens his mouth to speak
he gives a lecture on physics it means rather that all things
may be studied and taught in the light of the gospel if
an elder shall give us a lecture upon astronomy chemistry or
geology our religion embraces it all it matters not what the
subject be if it tends to improve thediedle mind exalt the feelings
and enlarge the capacity 153555155555133553.133553 it would be quite im-
possible to improve the mind exalt the feelings and enlarge the
capacity of any man without making him a better candidate
for heaven it matters not what the subject be by the same
token the reading of the scriptures if not undertaken inin that
spirit does not belong to our religion shall I1 sit down and
read the bible the book of mormon and the book of cove-
nants all the time says one yes if you please and when you
have done you may be nothing but a sectarian after all it is
your dutytoduty to study everything upon the face of the earth in
addition to reading those books 293f293t5353.5355

everything on the face of the earth is a large order and
brigham was no fool he knew perfectly well that the most
learned men that ever lived on the earth have only been able
to obtain a small amount of knowledge 335456 and that
time patience and method are necessary to bring the saints
around As saints in the last days we have much to learn
there isis an eternity of knowledge before us at most we receive
but very little in this stage of our progression 355456555456335456335456.
there must be a priority of things to be learned which is what
curriculum isis all about we wish to have our young boys and
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girls taught in the different branches of an english education
and in other languages and in the various sciences all of
which will eventually be taught in this school 1211667.1211667
we also wish them to understand the geography habits cus-

toms and laws of nations and kingdoms whether they be bar-
barian or civilized this is recommended in the revelations
let them be more informed in every department of true andusealduseand use-
ful learning than their fathers are 89608960.8960

immediately after arriving in the valley president young
recommended securing at least a copy of every valuable treatise
on education every book map chart or diagram that may
contain interesting useful and attractive matter to gain the
attention of children and cause them to love to learn to read
this includes every historical mathematical philosophical geo-
graphical geological astronomical scientific practical and all
other variety of useful and interesting writings millennial
star 108548.108548108548 to train the whole man was his object from
the first let us make mechanics of our boys and educate them
in every useful branch of science and in history and laws of
kingdoms and nations 1027063.1027063 he was always
fascinated with problems of communication on which helieite had
some interesting theories including the improvement of english
phonology 1 I would also like our school teachers to introduce
phonography into every school this is a delightful study
in these and all other branches of science and education we
should know as much as any people in the world 1232 or
40767.40767

but curriculum is a game for little minds the important
thing for brigham is that the saints use their newfoundnew found liberty
and revel as hebe did in the things of the mind the starving man
eats thankfully what he can get and does not quibble for hours
over the menu and etiquette the decisive factor is a passion
for the things of the mindmilid we believe that every man
and woman should have the opportunity of developing them-
selves mentally as well as physically in the present condition of
the world this privilege is only accorded to a few deseret
news may 23 1877.1877 learning is a privilege to be eagerly ex-
ploitedploited if we can have the privilege we will enrich our minds
with knowledge filling these mortal tenements with the rich
treasures of heavenly wisdom millennial star 2463062.2463062
the proper priority of study is not as important as study itself
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if it would do any good I1 would advise you to read books that
are worth reading but 1 I would rather that persons read novels
than read nothing 917363 reading nothing being the
normal outoutcomeconieconle of waiting on the curriculum committee

use your brains As the stronosaronostrong man loveth to run a race
so brigham loved to exercise his brains and constantly appealed
to the people to do the same we are trying to teach this peo-
ple to use their brains 11528671132867.1132867 1 I1 pray to the lord
for you I1 pray for you to get wisdom worldly wisdom

1029664.1029664 every problem was to be approached as a mental
problem an exciting game of wits whatever duty you are
called to perform take your minds with you and apply them
to what is to be done 813760.813760 proper pioneering takes
as much brain as brawn intelligence isis not only useful it is a
high moral quality a holy thing an attribute to god himself
if men would be great in goodness brigham young wrote in

his history they must be intelligent 115 and he records in
the same work that joseph smith prayed for the leaders of the
church that god may grant unto them wisdom and intelli-
gence that his kingdom may roll forth and so he appeals to
the people when you come to niemeetingeting bring your minds
with you I1 want your minds here as well as your bodies
813760.813760

to use one s brains is to think for one s self ladies and
gentlemen I1 exhort you to think for yourselves and read your
bibles for yourselves getgeeabetaet the holy spirit for yourselves and
pray for yourselves 1111127651112765.1276 55. the appeal hhasas been repeat-
ed by every president of the church the catalogue of a maninaniuanluan s

discipline says brigham the sound psychologist he must
compile for himself he cannot be guided by any rule that others
may lay down but is under the necessity of tracing it himself
through every avenue of his life he is obliged to catechize and
train himself 631552651552631552.631552 even virtue is not too high a price
to pay for individual responsibility every mortal being must
stand up as an intelligent organized capacity and choose or
refuse the good and thus act for himself all must have
the opportunity no matter if all go into the depths of wicked-
ness 835261855261835261.835261 we can never grow as long as we are
other directed pay no attention to what others do it is no

brigham young history p 78 sept 22 1851
ibid p 45 june 1839
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matter what they do or how they dress 1516272.1516272 A
favorite saying of brigham young s was that men are or-
ganized to be just as independent as any being in eternity
331656331636331636.331656. no one was a more passionate advocate of tem-

perance than liehelleile but when in his youth he was asked to sign a
temperance pledge he absolutely refused 1 I said 1 I do not need
to sign the temperance pledge I1 recollect my father urged me
no sir said 1I if I1 sign the temperance pledge I1 feel that I1 am

bound and I1 wish to do just right without being bound to it
I1 want my liberty what do you say Is it correct 14

22571.22571 it would be useless for anybody to undertake to
drive me to heaven or hell my independence isis sacred to me
it is a portion of that same diety that rules in the heavens

1019163.1019163 again it was joseph smith who led the way
all have the privilege of thinking for themselves upon all

matters relating to conscienceconscience we are not disposed had we
the power to deprive anyone of exercising that free independ-
ence of mind which heaven has so graciously bestowed upon
the human family as one of its choicest gifts teachings
p49

president young tried to make the meetings of the saints
stimulating and adult affairs instead of humdrum routines for
one thing it may sometimes be just as good and profitable
to stay at home as to come to meeting I1 do not believe that
those who stay at home are inin many instances any worse than
those who come to meeting nor that those who comecornecoine to meet-
ing are particularly better than those who stay home 1010349349549
64.64 if any of you feel that there isis no life inin your meetings

then it becomes your duty to go and instill life into that
meeting and do your part to produce an increaseincrease of the spirit
and the power of god inin the meetings in your locality 10

30964.3096450964 and even at conference if any of you are not
instructed to your satisfaction be so kind as to send up a card
to the stand intimating your desire to speak and we will give
you an opportunity of doing so to display your wisdom for we
wish to learn wisdom and

1
get understanding 1212467.1212467

on the other hand lieheile rebukes senseless applause and even
dampens the patriotic ardor of a 24th of july gathering 1 I have
noticed that people there applaud and boys whistle when there
was nothing to elicit their approbation and I1 would say that
it would be very gratifying to my feelings if such useless noisy
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and uncalled for demonstrations were discontinued millen-
nial star 3157169.3157169 even high spirits and firecrackers are no
excuse for turning off one s brains 1 I ask all the boys under
a hundred years of age never to applaud unless they know
what they are applauding it isis confusing bewildering and
making a noise without understanding millennial star 30
55068.55068 empty headed laughter pleases him not never give
way to vainvalnvainvaln laughter I1 always blush for those who laugh
aloud without meaning 929062.929062 children at meeting
even to attest to the growth of zion do not delight him 1 I

cannot understand the utility of bringing children into such a
congregation just for the sake of pleasing the mothers
155437015545701334370.1334370 if you cannot for the space of two or three
hours forego the pleasure of gazing upon the faces of your
little darlings just stay at home with them 135447015544701334470.1334470

celestial learning no matter where we begin if we pur-
sue knowledge diligently and honestly our quest will inevitably
lead us from the things of earth to the things of heaven all
science is cosmology says karl popper and we add all cos-
mology is eschatology for brigham young sincesince all knowledge
can be encompassed in one whole the spectrum of secular study
blends imperceptibly with the knowledge of the eternities
in our schools all our educational pursuits are in the service of
god for all these labors are 1 to establish truth on the earth
and 2 that we may increaseincrease in knowledge wisdom under-
standingstanstandingdingdinc in the power of faith and in the wisdom of god 3

that we nnlaymaylay become fit subjects to dwell inin a higher state of
existence and intelligence than we now enjoy 1326070.1326070
note well that secular learning isis sanctified only if it ap-
proachedproached inin a certain spirit only that knowledge belongs to the
gospel which is viewed and taught as such as all knowledge
should be god has created man with a mind capable of
instruction according to joseph smith and a faculty which
may be enlarged inin proportion to the heed and diligence given
to the light communicated from heaven to the intellect
teachings p51p 51.51

there are three factors involved intelligence revelation
and hard work and if the spirit may help in earthly learn-
ing the mind isis required to operate in celestial matters
the learning process begun inin this life carries on into the
next and when we pass through the veil we expect
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still to continue to learn and increase our fund of information
628652628652.628652 the saints must first learn everything that the
children of men know and then go on and improve upon this
until we are prepared and permitted to enter the society of the
blessed the holy angels 167775167773.167773 this is done by pur-
suing a steady course that leads from the earthly to the heaven-
ly without a break we should not only learn the principles
of education known to mankind but we should reach out fur-
ther than this learning to live so that our minds will gather
in information from the heavens and the earth until we can in-
corporate inin our faith and understanding all knowledge 12

17268.17268 teach the children give them the learning of
the world and the things of god elevate their minds that they
may not only understand the earth we walk on but the air we
breathe the water we drink and all the elements pertaining to
the earth and then search other worlds and become acquainted
with the planetary systems not stopping there they are to go
on to discover the dwellings of the angels and heavenly
beings that they may ultimately be prepared for a higher state
of being and finally be associated with them 1421071.1421071
it is the privilege of man to search out the wisdom of god

pertaining to the earth and the heavens 924262924262.924262 learn
the wisdom of the world and the wisdom of god and put them
together and you will be able to benefit yourselves 12313
68.68 we try to so live as to gain more information more
light more command over ourselves until we can compre-
hend the great principles of existence and eternal progression
925462925462.925462

such a concept has of course no conflict with science the
motto of the royal society bullusnullusnullnulinuilus inin zerbaverbverbazerba we take no
man s word for anything is even more strongly expressed in
the first editorial to appear in the nimestimes and seasons written
by brigham young remember brethren thatnothatrothat no mann7ansneans s opin-
ion isis worth a straw brigham isis a man who wants to know
the object of this existence isis to learn how gladly would

we understand every principle pertaining to sciencescience and art and
become thoroughly acquainted with every intricate operation of
nature and with all the chemical changes that are constantly
going on around us how delightful it would be and what
a boundless field of truth and power is open for us to explore
we are only just approaching the shores of the vast ocean of
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information that pertains to this physical world to say nothing
of that which pertains to the heavens 916762.916762 send the
old children to school and the young ones also there isis nothing
I1 would like better than to learn chemistry botany geology and
mineralogy 1617073.1617073 in these respects we differ
from the christian world for our religion will not clash with
or contradict the facts of science in any particular you may
take geology for instance and it is a true science not that I1

would say for a moment that all the conclusions and deductions
of its professors are true opinions are not facts but its lead-
ing principles are 1411671.1411671

the basic common sense of science appeals to brigham
young as being sound and true he took the shocking position
that god works on scientific principles if I1 had the skill
to construct a machine to pass through the atmosphere as
they do now on the terra jilfilfirmadianiadla on the railway would there be
any harm in acknowledging god in this 1226068.1226068 when
the elements shall melt with fervent heat the lord almighty

will send forth his angels who are well instructed in chemistry
and they will separate the elements and make new combina-
tions thereof 15127721512772.1512772 that was an outrageous statement
both from a religious and a scientific viewpoint a hundred years
ago he also propounded a doctrine which has only recently
been brought to the fore by such scientists as giorgio santill-
ana the people of this day think they know more than all
who have preceded them that this is the wisest generation that
ever lived on the earth but there is no question that many
things of greatreat worth known anciently have been lost 13

305f70

the facts of life brigham young s sanguine discourses
on education were meant to stir his people up and shame them
out of their intellectual lethargy no one knew better than he
the weaknesses of human nature mankind are weak and
feeble poor and needy how destitute they are of true knowl-
edge how little they have when they have any at all 3343
56156 the hebetude of minds used to having others think for
them the great masses of the people neither think nor
act for themselves I1 see too much of this gross ignorance
among this chosen people of god 929562 the hesitancy
of the uprooted tending either to hidebide ourselves up from the
world or to pattern after the people they had left both
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wrong millennial star 29756f67 the smugness of the
chosen people who imagine that they must begin and unlearn
the whole of their former education 320456 and who ex-
pect god to give them everything on a platter have I1 any
good reason to say to my father in heaven tightfight my battles
when he has given me the sword to wield the arm and the
brain that I1 can fight for myself 12240f68 the saints
were much too easily satisfied with themselves how vain and
trifling have been our spirits our conferences our councils our
meetings our private as well as public conversations wrote
the prophet joseph from liberty jail too low too mean
too vulgar too condescending for the dignified characters of
the called and chosen of god 177 condescending means set-
tling for inferior goods to avoid effort and tension brigham
hated that that diffidence or timidity we must dispense with
when it becomes our duty to talk we ought to be willing to
talk interchanging our ideas and exhibiting that which
we believe and understand affords an opportunity for detecting
and correcting errors the expanding mind must be openly
and frankly critical come hell or high council 69557
without that we get too much of a sameness in this commun-
ity 1315369 1 I1 am not a stereotyped latter day saint
and do not believe in the doctrine are we going to stand
still away with stereotyped mormonscormonsMormons 818560818560.818560

but the foibles of human nature were but some of the
timbers and cobblestones of the real barricade which the ad-
versary has contrived to place in the way of learning the
saints gathered from the poorest of the poor had good
reason to know that the imperious question put to all who pre-
sume to set foot on this world where belial rules is not have
you any knowledge as in the ancient mysteries but have
you any money that is satan s golden question if the
answer is yes well and good for money answerethanswereth all
things but if it is no you might as well be dead that is
the way things are set up here upon the earth man has
become so perverted as to debar his fellows as much as possible
from these blessings and constrain them by physical force or
circumstances to contribute the proceeds of their labor to sustain
the favored few millennial star 17673551767355. it isis no wonder
that the saints who had momentarily broken free from the sys

osephjoseph smith history of the church vol 3 salt lake city deseret
book co 1948 ppap 2956295 6
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temterntermtemm were obsessed with an overpowering drive to seek the only
security this earth has to offer wealth and this passion as
brigham young tells them inin a mounting crescendo of warn-
ing and appeal through the years is the one absolute obstacle
to their ever acquiring the knowledge they must seek

brigham discovered the basic conflict at an early age he
tells how at the age of nineteen he sought for riches but in
vain there was always something that kept telling me that
happiness originated in higher pursuits brigham young
hist p xiv at the very beginning of the church joseph
smith noted that god had often sealed up the heavens because
of covetousness in the church teachings p 99. in 1855
brigham young pointed out the way in which love of know-
ledge and love of wealth like antipathetical sets of glands ren-
der each other ineffective it isis possible for a man who loves
the world to overcome that love and get knowledge and under-
standing until he sees things as they really are then he will not
love the world but will see it as it is 511955311955.311955 in 1859
1 I desire to see everybody on the track of improvement but
when you so love your property as though all your affec-
tions were placed upon the changing fading things of earth it
is impossible to increase in knowledge of the truth 75577337735773377537
59.59 in 1860 there are hundreds in this community who are
more eager to become rich in the perishable things of this
world than to adorn their minds with a knowledge of
things as they were as they are and as they are to come 8

960.960 in 1862 no man who possesses the wealth of wisdom
would worship the wealth of mammon 1056210362.10362 in 1863
if we go on lusting after the grovellinggrovelling things of this life
which perish with the handling we shall surely remainremain fixed
with a very limited amount of knowledge and like a door upon
its hinges move to and fro from one year to another without
any visible advancement or improvement man isis made in
the image of god but what do we know of him or of ourselves
when we suffer ourselves to love and worship the god of this
world riches 10266f63 in 1866 when you see the
latter day saints greedy and covetous of the things of this
world do you think their minds are in a fit condition to be
written upon by the pen of revelation 1111241661124166.2416624166. in 1870
we frequently hear our merchants say that they cannot do

business and then go into the pulpit to preach 1330870.1330870
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in 1872 the man or woman who places the wealth of this
world and the things of time in the scale against the things of
god and the wisdom of eternity has no eyes to see no ears to
hear no heart to understand 151872.151872 in 1874 the
covetous those who are striving continually to build themselves
up in the things of this life will be poor indeed they will be
poor in spirit and poor in heavenly things 1715974.1715974

the contracted mind over against the expanding mind
the prophets placed the contracted mind you must not be
contracted but you must be liberal in your feelings joseph
smith told the people teachings p 228.228 how contracted
the mind and shortsightedshort sighted we must be brigham reflects to
permit the perishable things of this world to swerve us in the
least from our fidelity to truth 1128367.1128367 let us not
narrow ourselves up for the world with all its variety of useful
information and its rich hoard of hidden treasures is before
us 89608960.8960 he illustrates this by the practice of constantly
quoting a very limited number of scriptures to the exclusion of
others equally important and comments this same lack of
comprehensiveness of mind is also very noticeable at times with
some men who happen to accumulate property and it leads them
to forsake the spirit of the gospel does it not prove that there
is a contractedness of mind in those who do so which should
not be 112856711283671111283671128367.2836728367.28567 business by its very nature is narrowing
take for instance the financial circles the commerce of the

world those business men where they have their opponents
they with all the secrecy of the grave I1 might say will
seek to carry out their schemes unknown to their opponents in
order that they may win like the man at the table with the
cards in his hands unseen by any but himself he will take ad-
vantage as far as he can so says the politician so say the world
of christendom so say the world of the heathens and it is
party upon party sect after sect division upon division and we
are all for ourselves 1512472.1512472 in our trading and traf-
ficking we wish to confine the knowledge of our business in as
small a limit as possible that others may not know what we are
doing we all wish to know something that our neighbors
do not know with scientific men you will often find the same
trait of character I1 know more than they know I1 treasure this
up to myself and I1 am looked upon as a superior being and
that delights me 175274175274.175274
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against this you see the noble man seeking the benefit of
all around him trying to bring we will say his servants if you
please his tenants to his knowledge to like blessings that he
enjoys to dispense his wisdom and talents among them and
make them equal to himself 151972.151972 keep your riches
cries brigham to the well heeled saints and with them I1

promise you leanness of soul darkness of mind narrow and
contracted hearts and the bowels of your compassion will be
shut up 1212767.1212767 even so joseph smith had warned
against those contracted feelings that influence the children
of men who judge each other according to the narrow con-
tracted feelings of men while the great parent of the uniuni-
verse looks upon the whole of the human family with a father-
ly care and paternal regard teachings p 218.218

for brigham young the contracted mind reached its bathos
inin the world of fashion but to see a people who say we
are the teachers of life and salvation and yet are anxious to
follow the nasty pernicious fashions of the day I1 say it is too
insipid to talk or think about it isis beneath the character of the
latter day saints that they should have no more independence
of mind or feeling than to follow after the grovellinggrovelling customs
and fashions of the poor miserable wicked world 13469.13469
to me the desire to follow the ever varying fashions of the

world manifests a great weakness of mind in either gentleman
or lady 141670.141670 again it is the things of the world ver-
sus the things of the mind mothers we will appoint you
to a mission to teach your children their duty and instead of
ruffles and fine dresses to adorn the body teach them that
which will adorn their minds l4220f7114220f71 so the prophet
joseph had told the sisters at the founding of the relief society
this society shall rejoice and knowledge and intelligence

shall flow down from this time forth but only if they don t
envy the finery and fleeting show of sinners for they are in a
miserable situation teachings p 229 status symbols belong
to the same category A good name bless me what is a
name it may shine like the noonday sun today and to-
morrow be eclipsed inin midnight darkness to rise no more the
glory of the world passes away but the glory that the saints
are after is that which is to come in the eternal world 14

7770.7770 in all nations or at least in all civilized nations there
are distinctions among the people created by rank titles and
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property how does god look upon these distinctions 14

8371.83718571
the impossible marriage misreading the case of the an-

cient patriarchs whose wealth came and went and always hung
by a thread many of the saints dreamed fondly of a happy
wedding between the good things of this earth and the blessings
of the next and sought after the death of brigham young to
bridge the unbridgeable gulf between babylon and zion we
cannot go into this here but it should be clear by now that the
search for knowledge in brigham s book by its very nature
mustmuse be pure and disinterested will education feed and
clothe you keep you warm on a cold day or enable you to build
a house not at all should we cry down education on this
account no what is it for the improvement of the mind to
instruct us in all the arts and sciences in the history of the
world inin the laws of how to be useful while we live 148514831483
71.71 it is the things of the mind that are really useful truth
wisdom power glory light and intelligence exist upon their
own qualities they do not neither can they exist on any other
principle truth is congenial with itself and light cleaves unto
light it is the same with knowledge and virtue and all
eternal attributes they follow after each other truth cleaves
unto truth because it is truth and it is to be adored because
it is an attribute of god for its excellence for itself 1117
5353.55 there can be no ulterior motive in the study of heavenly
things knowledge is power isis the slogan of a rascally world

what do you love truth for Is it because you can discover
a beauty in it because it is congenial to you or because you
think it will make you a ruler or a lord if you think that you
will attain to power upon such a motive you are much mis-
taken it isis a trick of the unseen power that is abroad amongst
the inhabitants of the earth that leads them astray binds their
minds and subverts their understanding 111753.111753

here brigham young goes all the way suppose that our
father in heaven our elder brother the risen redeemer thedie
savior of the world or any of the gods of eternity should act
upon this principle to love truth knowledge and wisdom be-
cause they are all powerful they would cease to be gods thetho
extension of their kingdom would cease and their godhead
come to an end 1111753111753.117 5 33. the saints do what they do pure-
ly because the principles which god has revealed are pure
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holy and exalting in their nature 167073.167073 how can there
be compromise with the world shame on men and women
professing to be saints who worship and love the perishing
things of earth 727159.727159 it is disgusting to me to see a
person love this world in its present organization millen-
nial star 1227512275501227550.50.50 go to the child and what does its joy
consist in toys and so it isis with our youth our young boys
and girls they are thinking too much of this world and the
middle aged are striving and struggling to obtain the good
things of this life and their hearts are too much upon them
so it is with the aged Is not this the condition of the latter
day saints it is 1823774182577418237741823774.

staying after school the latter day saints have always
had a way of missing the bus take the history of this church
from the commencement and we have proven that we cannot
receive all the lord has for us 1110365.1110365 the trouble isis
that these tabernacles are dull subject to sinsin and temptation
and to stray from the kingkingdomdoindorn of god and the ordinances of
his house to lust after riches the pride of life and the vanities
of the world 182387418258741823874.1823874 we may look upon ourselves
with shamefacedness because of the smallness of our attain-
ments inin the midst of so many great advantages 1219268.1219268

in things pertaining to this life the lack of knowledge
manifested by us as a people isis disgraceful 1110565.1110565 1 I

have seen months and months inin this city when I1 could have
wept like a whipped child to see the awful stupidity of the
people 228055228055.228055 1 I1 feel like taking men and women
by the hair of their heads figuratively speaking and slinging
them miles and miles and like crying stop before you ruin
yourselves 322556522556322556.322556

in a now classic study R kaesemannbaesemannKaesemann showed that god s

peculiar way of dealing with the chosen people ever stiff
necked and slow to learn was to send themthern wandering in the
wilderness the last dispensation has proven no exception in
this regard some may ask why did we not tarry at the centre
stake of zion when the lord planted our feet there we had
eyes but we did not see we had ears but we did not hearbear we
had hearts that were devoid of what the lord required of his
people consequently we could not abide what the lord re-
vealed unto us we had to go from there to gain an experience
can you understand this 1110265.1110265 could our brethren
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stay in jackson county missouri no no why they had not
learned a concerning zion and we have been traveling now
forty two years and have we learned our abc I1 will say
scarcely 15472.15472 1 I1 never attributed the driving of the
saints from jackson county to anything but that it was neces-
sary to chasten them and prepare them to build up zion 13
14869.14869 are we fit for zion could we stay in inde-
pendencependence no we could not what is the matter with all
you latter day saints can the world see no can the saints
see no or few of them can and we can say that the light of
the spirit upon the hearts and understanding of some latter
day saints is like the peeping of the stars through the broken
shingles of the roof over our heads 153721557215372.15372

the prophecies have not been revoked but their fulfill-
ment can be delayed indefinitely if need be until all necessary
conditions are fulfilled the saints will take the kingdom and
possess it for ever and ever but in the capacity they are now
in the condition that they now present themselves before god
before the world and before each other never never 152
72.72 we are not yet prepared to go and establish the centre
stake of zion the lord tried this in the first place he
gave revelation after revelation but the people could not abide
them they do not know what to do with the revelations com-
mandmentsmandments and blessings of god 11524667ll324f6711324f67 so though

this people will surely go back to jackson county they will
none the less be held back until they are ready which may be
a very longtimelongiong time 52795279563279563279327956327956.56.56

and so we have got to continue to labor fight toil coun-
sel exercise faith ask god over and over and have been pray-
ing to the lord for thirty odd years for that which we might
have received in one year 1111300671130067.3006730067.50067 but there was nothing
for it but to keep on plugging we are so organized that we
need preaching to all the time this isis because of our weakness
and we shall have to bear with one another until we become
stronger and wiser 818160.818160 we may give up and lose the
blessings but the prophecies and promises will all be fulfilled
and if we do not wake up and cease to long after the things
of this earth we will find that we as individuals will go down
to hell although the lord will preserve a people unto himself

1830477.1830477 we may fail if we are not faithful but god
will not fail in accomplishing his work whether we abide it
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or not 818360.818360 if we are not faithful others will take
our place for this is the church and people that will possess the
kingdom for ever and ever shall we do this in our present
condition as a people no for we must be pure and holy
8144608814460814460.1446014460. if my brethren and sisters do not walk up
to the principles of the holy gospel they will be removed
out of their places and others will be called to occupy them

162673.162673 it had already happened many times of the

11.
greatareat many who have been baptized into this church but few
have been able to abide the word of the lord they have fallen
out on the right

1
and on the left and a few have 9gatheredatheredadhered

together 11524671132467.1132467 joseph smith stated the problemprobieni
1 I

have tried for a number of years to get the minds of the saints
prepared to receive the things of god but they will fly to
pieces like glass as soon as anything comes that is contrary to
their traditions they still cannot stand the fire at all teachi-
ngs p 331.331

the moral we have felt no necessity in this brief and
sketchy survey for pointing out to the reader how brigham
young s educational concepts stand out in brilliant contrast
against the background of everything that isis practiced and
preached in our higher schools today but the moral of our story
must not be overlooked brigham was right after all As admin-
istrativeistra tive problems have accumulated in a growing church the
authorities have tended to delegate the business of learning to
others and those others have been only too glad to settle for
the outward show the easy and flattering fornisforms trappings and
ceremoniesceremonies of education worse still they have chosen business
oriented career minded degree seeking programs in preference
to the strenuous critical liberal mind stretching exercisesexercises that
Brigbrigharnbrighamharn young recommended we have chosen the services
of the hired image maker in preference to unsparing self
criticism and the first question the student is taught to ask
today is john dewey s golden question what is there in it
for me

As a result whenever we move out of our tiny busy orbits
of administration and display we find ourselves in a terrifying
intellectual vacuum terrifying of course only because we
might be found out but that is just the trouble having de-
faulted drastically in terms of president young s instructions
we now stand as a brainless giant a pushover for any smart
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kid or cultist or fadistfaddist or crank who even pretends to have read
a few books that puts them beyond our depth and so we 1 I
include myself stand helplessly and foolishly by dangling
our bonnet and plume while hundreds of students and mis-
sionariessionaries of members and enemies of the church alike pre-
sume to challenge and reject the teachings of joseph smith
on evidence so flimsy that no half educated person would
give it a second thought how can you hope to make these
people see that the documents and discoveries they hail with
such reverence and delight for the most part went out of date
in the 1930 s that huxley breasted wellhausen and frazer
do not represent present day scientific thought that one book
does not settle anything no one has ever told them of the new
discoveries which every month call for revision of established
scientific and scholarly beliefs no one has ever told them what
it means to lay a proper foundation essential to any serious
discussion of the things they treat so glibly and triumphantly
no one has ever told them of the millions of unread documents
that already repose in our libraries holding the answers to
countless questions that must be asked before they can justify
their instant conclusions an awesome outpouring of newly
discovered documents of direct bearing on the history and
teachings of the church is even now in full spate amazing and
confounding jewish and christian scholars but bursting with
good news for the latter day saints who ignore them com-
pletelypletely

it is perfectly natural for the young who discover the world
of scholarship for the first time to strike in their sophomoric
zeal an intellectual pose rail in high terms against the church
that has kept them in darkness all these years and catalogue
the defects and miscalculations of the prophets in the light
of their own scholarly elevation that is perfectly natural and
if we had heeded brigham young the urge to study and criti-
cize would be running in fruitful channels whether we like it
or not we are going to have to return to brigham young s

ideals of education we may fight it all the way but in the enceddendeda
god will keep us after school until we learn our lesson be-
hold you have not understood you have supposed that 1I would
give it unto you when you took no thought save it was to ask
me but behold I1 say unto you that you must study it out in
your own mind then you must ask me if it be right DC
91097f
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DEFENDERS OF THE FAITH
THREE VIGNETTES FROM MORMON HISTORY

the historians corner is devoted to presenting docu-
ments vignettes and other short items that add both interest
and depth to our understanding of mormon history the em-
phasis of this corner is on individuals often little known
whose experiences help give that personal touch to the story
of the church

in this issue we present vignettes from the lives of three
dedicated men who found three different ways to defend the
faith they have espoused these men had much in common
although probably none of them ever knew the others products
of the nineteenth century they lived in a time when mormon-
ism was unpopular both in the united states and abroad each
was fully devoted to the church and zealous in his desire to
promote and defend it on the other hand the different cir-
cumstancescumstances under which they were called upon to speak out for
mormonism perhaps speak with some relevance to current
times

in the early years of mormonhistoryMormon history it was not uncommon
for church members to be faced with violence mobs drove
them from their homes in new york ohio missouri and
illinois in the final months of the ohio period sidney rigdon
a counselor to the prophet reached the conclusion that he must

88
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fight fire with fire being perhaps the most persuasive of all
mormon orators with his blazing speeches he could stir the
emotions of many although he did not advocate direct aggres-
sion his harangues were openly militant and could easily lead
to violence dr F mark mckiernan assistant professor of
history at idaho state university who recently completed a
phd dissertation on the life of sidney rigdon and who is a
member of the reorganized church of jesus christ of latter
day saints summarizes in the first of our vignettes the intent
and impact of rigdon s militant defense of the faith

the more traditional way of publicly defending the faith
is through missionary work in our second selection dr
richard 0 cowan a member of the religion faculty at brig-
ham young university summarizes the intriguing story of
mischa markow a lone missionary to the balkans at the end
of the century markow was one of those little known and un-
sung stalwartsstalwarts of mormon history his odyssey in the balkans
beautifully illustrates the determination of mormon mission-
aries in the face of almost insurmountable obstacles he trav-
eled alone which seems unusual today but apparently reflects
what happened to many missionaries of the time he was
jailed ridiculed in and banished from every country he visited
yet he felt a curious joy in missionary service and was willing to
accept another call in later years

our third story concerns josiah hickman a mormon stu-
dent who left utah in 1892 to study at the university of
michigan his journal is filled with the dual concern that
has faced many a mormon student now as well as then
concern for achieving excellence in his educational pursuits
and an intense desire to represent well the church dr martin
B hickman a grandson of josiah and currently dean of the
college of social science at brigham young university has
chosen one incident from his grandfather s journal to illustrate
the approach that this mormon student made to the problem
of defending the faith in that day oratorical contests were
serious business among both students and faculty and the use
of proper grammatical style persuasive logic and dramatic
illustrations were all important to the success of the contest-
ant the way one mormon student chose to use such a con-
test to help place mormonism in a more favorable light is the
story of this vignette
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SIDNEY RIGDONS MISSOURI SPEECHES

F mark mckiernan

the years of 1838 and 1839 were years of desperation
frustration and suffering for sidney rigdon after fleeing
from kirtland he worked with joseph smith in attempting to
establish another religious community at far west missouri
this in the face of serious internal dissensions as well as
external persecutions joseph was determined that the church
make a stand and fight the forces which sought to overthrow
it rigdon was the prophet s spokesman and counselor in this
mission to both gentiles and church members rigdon be-
came a symbol of the new mormon militancy of far west

both joseph smith and sidney rigdon were determined to
stamp out apostasy in missouri they believed that the entire
future of the mormon movement rested on their success in
driving the dissenters from their midst and because of rigdon s
ability to sway audiences he became the prophet s spokesman
in the cause of orthodoxy at far west on june 19 1838
rigdon delivered a scathing denunciation of disloyalty among
the members of the church no text nor synopsis has remained
of his discourse but reports of eyewitnesses indicated that
rigdon who could inspire an audience to tears could also
lash them into fury 1 rigdon took his text from the fifth chap-
ter of matthew ye are the salt of the earth if the salt hath
lost its savor it is thenceforth good for nothing but to be cast
out and trodden under the feet of men joseph smith followed
rigdon s harangue with a short speech apparently sanctioning
what he had said 2 the salt sermon caused a frenzy of activity
aimed at purging the ranks of disloyal members one unfortu-
nate effect of the controversy over dissenters was the forma-
tion of the apparently unauthorized danitescanitesDanites a secret militant
society for the enforcement of orthodoxy

in july 1838 the direction of the new militancy shifted
from opposing dissenters to combating gentile persecution
henceforth rigdon proclaimed the mormonscormons would make

johnohn corrill brief history of the church of christ of latter day saints
commonly called cormonsmormonsMormons including an account of the author for leaving

the church st louis 1839 p 26
2lualuu B cake peepstonePe epstone joe and the peck manuscript new york 1857

ppap 104105104 105
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their stand with violence of their own the first presidency
had been militant in attitude since their arrival at far west
but their intention to fight if necessary was declared to the
entire state in rigdon s july 4thath speech 3 it was called a mormon
declaration of rights when rigdon s address was published
in neighboring papers it caused great contention among the
missouriansMissour ians his independence day speech helped polarize
both the mormonscormons and the missouriansMissourians and the stage was set
for the mormon war

after the disasters of the mormon war which included
expulsion of the mormonscormons from missouri under governor lil-
burn boggs so called extermination ordorderer and the haun s mill
massacre joseph smith and sidney rigdon along with other
mormon leaders were incarcerated at the end of november
18381858 the first presidency and some other churchchurcl1 leaders were
transported to the county jail at liberty missouri rigdon
languished in that damp jail while his body was racked with
fever often leaving him too weak to stand in february 1839
smith s and rigdon s pleas for writs of habeas corpus were
granted alexander doniphan pleaded the cases of all the
mormon prisoners except rigdon who acted in his own de-
fense

at rigdon s trial for murder and treason the courtroom
was crowded with about a hundred excited anti mormonscormons who
were veterans of the mormon war rigdon was ill and emaci-
ated from his months of incarceration he pleaded innocent to
the crimes charged against him but enumerated the privations
persecutions and sufferings he had received in his relentless
pursuit for religious truth doniphan recorded such a burst
of eloquence it was never my fortune to listen to at its close
there was not a dry eye in the room all were moved to tears
the judge discharged the case against rigdon immediately
one of the audience stood up and declared we came here
determined to do injury to this man he is innocent of crime
as has been made to appear and now gentlemen out with
your money and help the man return to his destitute family
the anti mormon audience raised 100 and handed it to
rigdon 4

rigdon s fellow church leaders were returned to jail but the

elders journal august 1838
the saints herald august 2 1884 also see daily missouri republican

st louis february 14 1839
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judge ordered that rigdon be discharged from custody how-
ever rigdon stated 1 I was told by those whoprofessedwho professed to be
my friends that it would not do for me to get out of jail at this
time as the mob was watching and would most certainly take
my life 3 thus he was held in protective custody until his
friends who included the clay county sheriff could arrange
his safe conduct out of the state rigdon fled from missouri
for his life leaving behind a shattered dream a scattered
people and a shackled prophet

despite rigdon s abilities and his continued devotion to the
church his influence waned in the mormon movement after
far west this period in mormon history had been a costly
failure the mormonscormons settlements were destroyed their prop-
erty confiscated and they were forced to become refugees from
the vengeance of the missouri mobs the mormon leaders
would have been exterminated had it not been for the
courageous intervention of alexander doniphan most of the
mormonscormons of importance were imprisoned for at least six
months far west was a period of no significant religious ac-
complishments on the contrary it was a time of purge within
the mormon movement rigdon s enunciation of joseph smith s

policies in the salt sermon and the fourth of july speech were
associated by the mormonscormons and the non mormonscormons alike only
with the fiery character of sidney rigdon unfortunately for
rigdon he became a symbol of the militant mormonism of
the far west period and it was a symbol synonymous with
disaster

times and seasons august 1 18431845

MISCHA MARKOW
MORMON missionary TO THE BALKANS

RICHARD 0 COWAN

conditions were chaotic in southeastern europe as the twen-
tieth century dawned turkish power was on the decline and
various peoples were carving out new nations whose interests
were often in conflict although the greek orthodox religion
had long dominated the area american missionaries began
proclaiming their protestant faiths during the second half of
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the nineteenth century mormon missionaries were also there
and one of these was mischa markow his fascinating odyssey
in the balkans at the close of the nineteenth century represents
many cross currents in mormon history the conflict between
mormon objectives and certain national interests the gross
misconceptions held by europeans of the mormonscormonsMormons the spirit
and attitude of a devout european convert hope of the church
to spread its message around the world and the fact that often
a lone mormon missionary would travel from country to coun-
try in a frustrating but yet soul satisfying effort to fulfill that
dream markow s experiences and reactions were beautifully
told in letters to church leaders and friends

mischa markow was born on october 21 1854 to a serbian
family then living in hungary after growing up on his father s

farm markow became a barber while making a religious pil-
grimage to the holy land he settled briefly in alexandria
but he was soon warned in a dream to sell his business and
sail for constantinople on the next available boat on board
he met jacob spori a mormonmornion missionary who had recently
opened iheahethe church s turkish mission spori taught markow
the restored gospel and baptized him early in 1887 soon after
their arrival in constantinople 1 nearly a year later markow
was ordained an elder and sent to belgium where he labored
as a missionary until emigrating to utah in 1892 on april 21
1899 2 he was set apart by church leaders to return as a mis-
sionary to southeastern europe extracts from his correspond-
ence give a vivid picture of conditions he met as well as mir-
ror interesting aspects of contemporary history

markow began his work in serbia but soon was arrested
and banished turning next to his native hungary he met a
similar fate on july 7 1899 he wrote

now I1 wish to tell you how I1 got along in hungaria
I1 received those german cards articles of faith and I1
wrote the following on the back of the cards the true
church of christ is upon the earth again organized with
prophets apostles and endowed with power from on high
and then I1 commenced to distribute them the people then
commenced to inquire how and when the church was again
restored I1 gave them the voice of warning the book of

rao H lindsay A history of the missionary actvitiesactivities of the church
of jesus chrchristst of latter day saints in the near east 188419291884 1929 unpublished
master s thesis brigham young university 1958 ppap 212221 22

deseret evening newsneus april 21 1899
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Mmormonormon and the pearl of great price the lord then
raised up some friends who supported me materially after I1
had spread the gospel some my enemies went to the city
officials and two of them accompanied by two policemen
came to see me and appeared to be very angry they took all
my books tracts and every piece of paper I1 had away from
me and took me to the court where they questioned me in
regard to my religion I1 explained the docrinesdoctrinesdocrines of our
church to them told them that god speaks again to the
people on earth but they began to get very angry at me and
said that I1 was crazy others said that I1 had either lost my
senses or that I1 was a swindler and deceiver then they took
me and cast me into prison after forty eight hours they let
me out and asked me again when I1 gave them the same
answer then they forbade me to preach this gospel and a
policeman came with me and put me on the train and I1 left 3

markow then reported to the turkish mission president in
constantinople and was advised to proceed to rumania on
february 27 1900 markow wrote from bucharest with the
help of god I1 have now baptized seven persons one a rou
manian sic one bulgarian one greek and four saxon
sisters nevertheless markow lamented during all that
time I1 was very much afraid I1 feared that they would expelleppell
me from roumania and I1 became very much concerned about
the welfare of those faithful souls specifically he described
an anti mormon book circulating in bucharest 1 I was fairly
astonished over the false accounts concerning the church and
the saints and that such reports had found their way even into
far off roumania the book contained pictures of brigham
young and his wives and all manner of evil reports 4

national sentiment in rumania contributed to markow s

difficulties on june ist he wrote

there are two bulgariansBulgarians here who desired to be baptized
but I1 told them they would better wait a little while and
investigate a little more thoroughly I1 had decided however
to baptize them on sunday evening but when some of the
roumaniansRoum anians heard that both greeks and bulgariansBulga rians were be-
ginning to investigate and believe our doctrines they began
to get uneasy and some of them became very angry at me
they went so far as to send a secret serviceservice detective to see
me who pretended to want to investigate and finally asked
for baptism I1 soon learned however that he only did it in

bilMilbrimillennialmillenjalmillenialMillelenialnralnjal star august 3 1899 p 490
detererdeseret evening news april 7 1900
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order to carry out his wicked designs and that he was work-
ing in connection with a band of roumaniansrournaniansRoumanians who had made
it up to try to find out where I1 was going to do the baptizing
and lie wait for me and as soon as I1 appeared give me a
good trouncing and then disappear in the darknessarkness thinking
I1 would never know who they were but as you will see
from the following the lord had decreed it otherwise I1 have
been in the habit of holding a little meeting with the mem-
bers and friends every sunday afternoon commencing at I11
0 clock but on this particular sunday having a great deal I1
wanted to say to the bulgariansBulgarians it so happened that I1
appointed the meeting for 10 0 clock in the morning instead
of 1 in the afternoon still some of them got to hear of it and
came to the meeting they were evidently bent on making
trouble as they came to me and began to argue telling me I1
had no right to teach the people and saying that I1 was
leading them astray when I1 would not quarrel with them
they went to the police to swear out a complaint against me
the police commissioner came to see what was the trouble
but he treated me very courteously true he arrested me and
started to take me away but as we reached the street we were
met by a secret detective who stopped the policeman and
inquired who had made the complaint against the missionary
the roumaniansrournaniansRoum anians answered that it was they who had done it
then he got angry and wanted to know why they had done
that and said that he and some others had made it up to give
me a good beating that night at the baptism I1 felt thankful
to the lord that he had delivered me out of their hands the
officers who had me under arrest began questioning me and
I1 explained to them the universal apostasy and how the
gospel has again been restored to the earth they listened
very patiently but refused to let me go free on account of
this disturbance and persecution one of the two who desired
to be baptized has backed out the other still desires baptism
but the chief inspector has forbidden our performing the
ordinance

they took me before the courts first before the chief in-
spector and afterwards before the higher court but the lord
was with me and filled me with his spirit until I1 rejoiced
in even that opportunity of preaching the gospel to them
I1 had two testaments in their language which I1 gave them so
that they could read the answers to my questions then I1
questioned them about the apostasy and the restoration of the
gospel and they listened quite attentively as I1 explained
the same to them I1 told them that the gospel had been
restored through an angel having appeared inin america and
that we had been called to proclaim the same they told me
that I1 was not allowed to preach that in roumania and put
me that night in prison the next day they assembled their
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judges to hear my case and brought me again before the
higher court and told me to relate all I1 knew about the
organization of the church etc I1 gave them the testaments
again and began explaining the gospel beginning with faith
repentance baptism etc in a little while some of the head
men began defending me and said this missionary isis right
that is the true gospel of christ and our orthodox religion is
wrong I1 spoke about half an hour with them and was after-
wards again conducted to prison nobody was permitted to
visit me and I1 was not permitted to write any letters some
of the saints not knowing what had happened to me and
becoming uneasy went to the american consul and related to
him what had taken place when that gentleman immediately
telephoned to the ministerium inquiring about the matter
and asking how it was that I1 had been imprisoned without
cause thereupon they turned me loose but summoned me
again before the officers and I1 had to tell them again all
about the church and this time they wrote it down and had
me sign the paper they did not publish my written state-
ment but some of the newspapers published an account of
my arrest and what I1 had said before the court one of the
papers gave a pretty true account and spoke kindly of me
another published an account that was about one tenth true
and another published an account that was nothing in the
world but a lot of falsehoods it appeared in the papers that
an angel had appeared in america I1 was under arrest 48
hours

now dear brother they have forbidden me to do any
preaching in roumania they have sent the statement that I1

signed to their chief minister who is to investigate the same
and then I1 expect they will banish me they say that I1 have
no right to baptize I1 do not know what will become of me as
I1 am still in their hands do not answer my letter until you
heahearheanr further from me as to where I1 shall be 5

writing from bulgaria the next month markow described
his expulsion from roumania

As I1 wrote you before they desired to expelleppell me from
roumania and they laid the plan so that I1 should not only be
expelled from that land but also that the police or sheriff
should take me to the border line and then hand me with my
papers and the complaint against me to the sheriff of the
next county so that I1 might be prevented from establishing
myself there when I1 heard of this scheme I1 went to the
american consul and explained everything to him that I1 had
broken no law of the land and I1 also offered to leave the
country of my own free will and go from roumania upon

millennial star july 12 1900 p 433
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hearing this the consul telephoned to the prefect not to expel
me and he vouchedcouched for me as an honorable man stating
that I1 would of my own free choice leave roumania the
prefect however claimed that the above was required by the
law of the country the consul replied that he would bring
the case before the minister of the kings cabinet for he
would not submit to my expulsion as I1 was an american
citizen on the strength of that statement the prefect tele-
phoned for me to appear before him personally the consul
advised me to do so and stated that if they would not permit
me to go as a free man to come back to him and he would
then go before the ministerium or cabinet however they
set me free without any further trouble and I1 desire to say
that we have a very good american consul in bucharest 6

from rumania this lone mormon missionary went to bul-
garia and began to work among the protestants in a letter
to a friend he expressed the spirit of both frustration and hope
that typified his mission

it is very difficult to labor in a strange land when you
have no tracts in their language but I1 found a few persons
who could read my tracts in the german language they
were pleased to hear my teachings but as soon as they read in
the tracts about the book of mormon they turned against me
for they had been warned by publications issued by our
enemies against the book and against the latter day saints
they showed me one of these publications a large sized book
printed in bulgarian text and language the book is full of
illustrations tells of some seventeen wives of brigham young
and it has prejudiced the minds of the people though there
are still a few who wanted to hear me further I1 am
very thankful to my heavenly father for in all my persecuperselu
tionseions he has strengthened me very much and through these
persecutions I1 have gained power and appreciate more the
ways of the lord it is pleasant to labor in the lord s

vineyard
As I1 have not been able to find any believers inin

roustschukRoust schuk I1 intend to go in two or three days to sofia
which is the capital of bulgaria 7

in sofia markow soon was summoned to appear before the
mayor he took the opportunity to preach the gospel not only
to the mayor but to two city judges

one of the city judges spoke the german language
well so I1 gave him four tracts to read another of the judges

deseret evening news september 22 1900
ibid
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spoke good french and to him I1 gave three french tracts
they promised to read them and to give them a thorough
examination and they would then make a report to the
ministerium that is to the minister of cultus and then

they would let me know whether this religion would be
allowed under their laws

after eight days I1 went again to them and they forbade
me to preach I1 told them that I1 could not leave bulgaria for
I1 had not sufficient money to travel but expected a little
from home they granted me my freedom but not permission
to preach they ordered a policeman to watch my residence
for some time and find out whether I1 did preach to the
people or not bulgaria is full of foreign missionaries mostly
from america and england namely congregationalists meth-
odists and baptists and when they hear about a mormon
elder they persecute him and the authorities take their part
all the other sects have liberty to preach in bulgaria but the
church of jesus christ is persecuted and has no liberty to
preach the gospel I1 feel well although I1 am persecuted
everywhere I1 have felt that the angel of the lord has ever
been with me and shielded me against my enemies oh I1
thank the lord my god for it was his will that I1 should
suffer persecution for how else could the authorities in these
lands have learned that the true church of jesus christ has
been again established god knew best how to get the testi-
mony to them the lord god has granted me strength to
endure it all yes I1 have even been strengthened by it I1
believe I1 will have to go from here to hungary although I1
have been once driven from there but I1 was only expelled
from one comitatcomital county and now inin the name of the
lord I1 will try to preach inin another county 8

markow s fears were confirmed when he was forced to
leave bulgaria only three months after arriving there

markow met similar conditions in hungary and after a
short time was required again to leave that country he finished
his mission in munich germany and arrived back in salt lake
city on august 28 1901 9 even though his labors did not re-
sult in permanent mission organizations in the balkans or in
many baptisms they did reflect latter day saint interest in pro-
claiming the gospel everywhere

in 1903 mischa markow was called on still another mission
to southeastern europe and again met hostility in the coun-
tries where he had earlier labored 10 following this mission

ibid september 29 1900
ibid august 28 1901
lindsay missionary activities in the near east ppap 949594 95
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markow worked in salt lake city as a barber until his death
on january 19 1934 11

obituary inin deseret neuyneusnewsnems january 19 1934 p 16

JOSIAH HICKMAN
A STUDENT DEFENDS THE FAITH

MARTIN B HICKMAN

there isis perhaps no more poignant experience for a
mormon raised in the shadow of the temple than to go away
to school even more than a mission call it creates a sharpened
sense of identity a more acute awareness of being different
from the world if this is true as it certainly is in 1970 it was
even truer a century ago in 1892 josiah E hickman left utah
for ann arbor he was one of a number of utah students who
found a welcome at the university of michigan and who repre-
sented the vanguard of mormonscormons who would eventually go
east for an education josiah hickman also was among the
vanguard of mormonscormons who would devote their lives to the
church educational system he was graduated from the brig-
ham young academy in 1883 and always insisted that karl G
maeser had laid the foundation of the grandest educational
system the world has ever seen he was principal of the
millard state academy in fillmore from 1887 until 1892 when
he went east to the university of michigan following his
graduation from the university of michigan he accepted a
teaching position at brigham young college in logan he
later received a master s degree inin psychology from columbia
he also taught at BYU during his academic career

his journal for the years at michigan is not only a personal
account of his academic progress but reveals in vivid detail a
pilgrim s progress through a strange new world interwoven in
his account of his studies is the ever present awareness of being
a mormon he is active in the branch and becomes the
branch president he is interested in the origin of the pearl of
great price and takes a copy of the hieroglyphics to one of his
teachers who is reputed to know egyptian he visits the other
churches in ann arbor and compares their teachings with his
understanding of the gospel he asks the golden questions
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of friends and professors he relates the new knowledge he is

acquiring to the gospel and struggles with the ever present
problem of finding enough money to continue his education
and feed his family it is of course a personal story but it is a
story with which countless mormonscormons who have gone away to
school can identify

perhaps no incident in josiah hickman s account of life in
ann arbor more nearly captures his vigorous sense of being a
mormon than his participation in the annual oratorical contest
at the university in the passages which follow he relates his
hopes and fears as he approached the contest and his disap-
pointment yet ultimate triumph at its outcome

dec 29 1894 this week just past has been a vacation but
I1 have been working all the week upon my oration I1 have
read more than half of 0 whitney s history of utah and also
most of bancroftsBancrofts history of utah read websters oration
and pilgrim fathers I1 have only written part of the oration
it seems impossible for me to express my thoughts I1 am
much discouraged in my writing I1 feel the want of power of
the english language more keenly now than ever before
it isis natural for a person to desire to excel but I1 have a
double cause I1 would not have entered the contest only for
the purpose of presenting to the world the true history of our
people their drivings and pilgrimages for the truth s sake
several have tried to discourage me from taking such an un-
popular subject among the number prof trueblood was one
who said not to take the subject but some other I1 told him
that I1 would not have entered were it not for pre-
senting this subject I1 would rather successfully present this
subject than win on any other subject not pertaining to our
people father strengthen me that I1 may accomplish that for
which I1 have entered the contest recddecd letter from ella she
and children are very well for which I1 am truly thankful

jan 27 1895 1I went to prof F N scott again yesterday
with my oration and he helped me on it considerably he told
me he knew of no subject inin all the range of the orations that
had been given here for years that was equal to mine but said
my language was not as good as it might be

feb 17 1895 bro talmage lectured here on the story of
mormonism his lecture was sublime and was well rec d he
is having great honors heaped upon him I1 am working hard
on my oration I1 know it and have taken 3 lessons from prof
trueblood will take one more he has made some very good
comments to others about my oration I1 trust they are well
founded remarks bro talmage is to speak to us today
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have written to ella and mrs daniels meeting over and
bro talmage delivered a sublime sermon and stirred our
very souls his advice was excellent the comments of the
papers and public were extraextravagantextravagavagant inin praise of him he is
considered a great orator his defence of our people was
excellent

feb 24 1895 the oratorical contest for the 95 students
took place last fri night there were 7 of us lautner and
myself stood no 1 and were a tie we were both chosen to
enter the final contest to be held mar 15115.115115 1 have heard many
excellent comments from students and prof on my oration
one thought said I1 put him inin mind of dan webester
though I1 mention this I1 do it with humility as I1 acknowledge
the hand of the lord inin my success and he shall receive the
honor our colony isis highly elated over our success I1 feel it

subject presented will be a benefit to our people

mar 3 1895 1I am getting started fairly well inin my studies
of this semester I1 have made a few changes inin my oration by
aid of profspros scott and trueblood since delivering it I1 have
it copied again at the cost of 1501.50150 for 4 copies the judges
of the final contest are prof murray princeton univ on
thought and comp D heinmann detroit lawyer dr R
boon princ of ypsigypsi college prof fulton ohio on
delivery regent cocked adrian mich and regent barber
mich
mar 17 1895 the contest came off last friday night I1
received third place mays and ingraham rec d first and
second prizes respectfully first prize medal and 75
second prize 50 mays beat me four points out of 530
ingraham beat me 2 out of 530 or less than 1linoliro judges inin
composition marked me 1 3 2 dr boon gave me first place
inin thought and composition on the whole I1 received the
highest in thought and composition I1 rec d 9 more
than best of them the judges on delivery marked me 3 3
and 5 prof fulton marked me no 5 it is the general cry by
prof and students that it was a rank injustice and that he was
prejudiced or went against his own judgment our colony
isis very much exercised over the unjustice I1 feel all right
and feel that the lord willed it so and hence am thankful
over the turn of affairs prof trueblood has come to
richard R lyman and enquired if any one had said that

he influenced fulton so that he marked me down he says he
did not he said though that fulton last year when acting
as judge asked him what young men he wanted to be
chosen or were best to rep the univ but trueblood said he
would say nothing about which were the most suitable he
said now mr lyman as the contest is over I1 will say that if
hickman hadbad got first place there would have been trouble
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and would have met opposition as the dean of scientific dept
dooge was opposed it seemed evident to me that it was

a concockedconcoctedconcocked affair he told lyman also that it was not in
any fault of my delivery for I1 was good but on account of
unpopular subject prof fulton said also after the contest
that I1 and ingraham were the only two that got complete hold
of the hearts of the audience thought I1 recddecd faint applause
when I1 arose I1 had not been speaking but about 3 minutes
when I1 had the audience it was the warm in the building
and many fans and hats were being fanned but by the time I1
was half through every fan and handkerchiefhanderchiefhanderchief had stopped
and death silence reigned it was the general comment that
they had never heard such silence before in their lives wo-
men were seen to weep one man told me that if he knew that
he could produce such silence and deep effect as I1 did that
he would be willing to enter though he knew he would lose
for he considered that the greatest of all honors to sway an
audience as I1 did general comments I1 should at least have
had second place in delivery was said by nearly all some said
ist1stast place that man has more oratory in him than all the
other orators put together his oratory was a new style from
any they had heard before A man of riper years said this A
lady said to lyman that my oration was grander and sur-
passed dr talmadgesTalmadges oration mr gorr assistant to prof
scott said that it was the grandest oration he had ever heard
from a student prof scott complimented me very highly on
the oration the two that carried off the prizes were ex-
cellent orators the one that beat me 4 points is said to be
the greatest orator the univ had ever had among the stu-
dents As my oration received the highest marks in
thought and composition it is to be published among the
honored ones I1 feel that I1 have done my duty and am very
thankful that the lord has blessed me with nearly everything
I1 asked him for I1 believe that it is for the best the way that
it turned out I1 acknowledge his hand in it all and give him
the praise for all aid and all honor and success recddecd

mar 24 1895 1I have recddecd this week some most gratifying
compliments on my oration prof scott told me that he was
very pleased to learn that I1 rec d first place inin thought and
composition for I1 deserved it he also said that there was
not justice done me by judges inin delivery in marmarkingkingl for
the audience awarded me first place though the judges
did not it was almost the universal opinion that I1 surpassed
all in delivery he said mr hickman I1 thought your delivery
was sublime and could not have been bettered oratory isis your
fort and I1 should advise that you continue inin that line though
you will have trouble with your language you will overcome
that and I1 will expect to hear of you in 8 or 10 years being
among the foremost orators of the land you do not need any
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more days of elocution I1 quote here what heinman one
of the critics on thought and comp a lawyer from detroit
said all the papers were very gratifying and I1 think the
univ will be splendidly represented A good clear earnest
almost fervid paper was the banishment of the mormon
people unfortunately the almost historical nature of the topic
cut in on the originality of thought if the author can handle
all subjects as well he ought to be extremely clear cut and
effective before an audience I1 have his letter it was
written to dr trueblood these comments with others are
double testitestimoniesmonics to me that the lord aided me and inspired
judges and audiences with the deep and earnest thought that
I1 had in my composition father I1 lay all at thy feet turn it
to my good and to good of others and take the honor to
thy self may I1 ever be so blessed of thee and be humble in
the same may these truths take root and grow in the hearts of
the hearers I1 learn with satisfaction that my oration with other
prize orations of the last 5 years are to be published inin a
bound volume johnny mcclellan has written up our contest
and sent with a glowing tribute to me more than I1 deserve
to our home papers deseret news and dispatch also the
oration which they are to publish it was also published in
eastern papers
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SPENCER J PALMER the church encounters asia salt
lake city utah deseret book company 1970 192 ppap

reviewed by C paul dredge of harvard university who is
pursuing graduate study inin social and cultural change in
modern asia A hinckley scholar while working on his
undergraduate degree at brigham young university mr
dredge also served two and a half years as a latter day saint
missionary in the far east

seldom in the church has a book been written which fills
such an immediate and obvious need with the recent organi-
zation of a stake inin tokyo the first in asia and the success of
the mormon pavilion at expoekpo 70 the desire to know about
missionary activities in asia has probably never been greater
among church members all should welcome this thoroughly
readable and unusually moving account of the beginnings and
development of mormon asiaticaasiaticalAsia tica although some masters
theses have dealt with specific countries and a number of arti-
cles on the work in asia have appeared in dialogue BYU
studies the improvement era and the church news dr
palmer s book is the first to incorporate an up to date account
of the church inin all asian countries where the restored
gospel has found root

another first is the publishing of a full account of the
travels of elders david 0 mckay and hugh J cannon in
korea manchuria and china as recorded by cannon in 1921

those who greet this book with expectations of the insights
and solid scholarship which characterize the author s previous
work on korea and christianity seoul hollyn publishers
1967 will perhaps be disappointed this new work is ob-
viously not intended as a scholarly contribution but rather a
strong testimonial that a miraculous power of divine inter-
vention isis out there in asia p 100 quotation from harold

104
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B lee that it succeeds in this purpose is due to the fact that
the author has collected a wealth of interesting spiritual and
even humorous firsthandfirst hand accounts from missionaries mission
presidents converts servicemen and general authorities which
convey in a personal and detailed manner the spirit of the work
in the asian missions the full texts of many dedicatory prayers
including that given by pres david 0 mckay at the forbidden
city in peking in 1921 and the dramatic stories of conversion
which tell of the vital roles played by early converts such as
kim ho jik in korea and booneplukeBoonepluke klaophinKlaophin and his wife
in thailand are especially inspirational as are stories of the
filming of man s search for happiness in japan the calling
of pres keith garner of the southern far east mission as told
by elder hinckley and the mission call of elder heber J grant
to japan inin 1901 unforgettable is the story recounted by hugh
cannon of how he and pres mckay awoke in the face of the
japanese use of chopstickschopsticks to the comparatively uncivilized
american method of eating a sandwich by tearing at it very
much as a bear would do p 63 the obvious difficulty for
a researcher in collecting such a wide selection of often obscure
materials isis an indication of the author s effort and ability

beyond the purpose of a testimony to the workings of the
spirit inin asia dr palmer has helped demonstrate the fact that
the church is and must be as much asian as american a truly
worldwideworld wide and world oriented organization unfortunately this
important cultural problem is discussed only in the context of
individual accounts and is not treated in depth although a
really thorough discussion of this issueissue would require a separate
volume the significance of success in converting families in
the philippines developing priesthood leadership in japan
learning asian languages converting people in spite of eco-
nomic poverty and calling 19 and 20 year old young men to
proselyte age conscious and status conscious asians can be fully
appreciated only when underlying intercultural problems are
fully understood the lack of such analysis weakens the impact
of the stories of success while it avoids giving a really detailed
idea of the daily problems very discouraging at times of mis-
sionary work in asia

the format of the book is enhanced by a considerable num-
ber of pictures and by an index at the end which includes the
names of all people mentioned inin the body of the work A
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chapter on the activities of other christian denominations in the
area and scriptures relating to missionary work inin this part of
the world is a substantial contribution to the effectiveness of
the overall message of the book the inclusion of a chrono-
logicalloy107ical statistical table on church membership in the various
missionsmissions would have helped give a concise picture of this aspect
of the work which is treated inin detail in one case the southern
far east mission between 1955 and 1959 but not nearly so
well inin others there are also points where the reader isis tanta-
lized by being told that a particular story of conversionconversion was an
impressive one but finds that it is not covered inin the book

dr palmer has fittingly dedicated his book to elder gordon
B hinckley who presided over the asian missions for so long
and whose personal journal is quoted at length concerning
individual mission presidents and his own journeys among mem-
bers in asia an especially engaging account is givenoivengivenolven of elder
hinckley s trip to india in 1964 at the request of a man seeking
baptism there elder hinckley also makes a major point which
emerges as the reader learns of the beginnings of missionary
work inin asia of the over 25000 members in japan taiwan
korea and the philippines he says

this marvelous membership isis the sweet fruit of seed
once planted in dark years of war and inin the troubled days
immediately following when good men of the priesthood
both civilian and military through the example of their lives
and the inspiration of cheiriheirtheir precepts laid a foundation on
which a great work has been established p 144

while dr palmer owes a great part of his book to quo-
tations from various brethren who have recorded their experi-
ences inin the mission fields of the east the fact remains that
had they not been compiled and presented in the knowledgeable
way they appear in this new work they would have remained
obscure to most church members As a former missionmission president
in korea and an asian scholar of substantial credentials
spencer palmer s eminent qualifications are reflected in the in-
spiring account he has produced hopefully translations into
the languages of asian mission fields will make it available
to those whose beautiful story it tells
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MAY SWENSON iconographyiconographsaconolcono graphs new york scribner &
sons 1970 4954.95495

reviewed by veneta nielsen professor of english at utah
state university A poet herself professor nielsen has
published a poetry handbook to find a poem 1967 and
three monographs of poetry

amazement and delight are a first reaction to this new
book one goes beyond the performance to find the passion
there is may swenson A teacher could teach a variety of
aesthetic values by use of her iconographic devices and as a
teaching tool the typescapetypescape can be valuable swenson s true art
isis beyond typescapetypescape

brilliant tour de force revealing mind s joy in play or work
delights amazes but unless there is more than delight and
amazement poetry is over as fire is gone when the catharine
wheel fades poe s the bells for most readers illustrates
how his tragic paradigm can disappear in sound because the
skill is great enough to become an end in itself the lconoiconodicono

graphs are distinguished play and work the best remaining
after the fireworks most of the poems signal a restless probing

from the initial bleeding to the concluding rocky point
a persistent nudging at reality to say without those syllables

yes or even beauty or god or at least some form of
that

for example in bleeding she doesndoean t say life isis a bleed-
ing life isis a knife I1 feel the wound but endure it that would
sound self pitying she draws as a blade draws on the page
a cut cut says it hurts but I1 accept the pain because it s either
or so yes yes in rocky point a poem less penetrating and
moving than her earlier promontory moment from A cage
of spines there is a physical abyss drawn on the page but at
the bottom of the abyss the poem ends it s the moment s

ground I1 stand on it is fair
nobody should mind finding mind her primary subject

matter as if inin her search of the world of objective being she
was ever really looking for anything else or will sincesince death
and time and space have meaning only through mind in the
beam miss swenson makes two philosophic leaps which are
encouraged but surely not accomplished by spacing of the key
words time space mind the poem has enoughenouoh without this
artfulness answering her own question when all we think
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and know goes out where does it go S p a c e is it what
we find around us in our place ora symbol suitably haunt-
ed of them i n d and M i n dmustadmust move and warmthewarm the
groove spot particles for another seeing 11 A poem like this
can bear method and go beyond it

an old field jacket so transcends its devices that the
unsayable irony the unpayable purchase price the gone boy
are agony for a caring reader perhaps the bullet head stanza
arrangement adds to the dynamic attack but that poem in any
shape would still be for the thoughtful reader almost un-
bearably good

rosignolerosignolaRosignole feel me to do right is sacred writing it
was more beautiful as originally printed having the valid pas-
sion of an old testament poem where the art is pure mind
pure heart please don t print it broken again prayer isncisnisncisn t art
conscious 1 I look at my hand is again such personal language
that your designing is not important in the communication

the book is extraordinary diogenes himself would find an
honest poet maybe with a golden thigh

STEPHEN R COVEY spiritual roots of human relations
salt lake city utah deseret book company 1970 351 ppap
4954.95495

reviewed by harold glen clark professor of education and
dean of the college of continuing education at brigham
young university A recipient of the brigham young
university distinguished service award dr clarkdarkoark isis author
of millions of meetings 1956 and the art of governing
zion 1966 and has published in the improvement era

As you peruse this book you are seized with the desire to
rush your wife into reading it or you wish your friend the
bishop had a copy of it or perhaps the school counselor or
your married children how many of the foibles of our latter
day saint friends could be alleviated through the principles
set forth in this book you say to yourself

however on reading more reflectively you find yourself
saying why he s talking to me I1 think I1 had better try
his approach the spiritual roots with which the author is
concerned are the spiritual roots with which the reader should
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concern himself over and over again the theme of self im
provementprovement repeats itself in the book with the scripture keep
thy heart with all diligence for out of it are the issues of life
there seems to be a deliberate aim to have the individual
smother his desire to repent of his wife s frailties or those of
his children and his friends and get down to the business of
what spiritual roots can I1 do something about in myself

the behavioral rather than the definitional or logistic
approach used throughout is impressive and stimulating con-
tinually tying us back to understandable typical latter day
saint spiritual roots the language used is natural full of
imagery and communicative these few coveyisms illustrate
the style

A man could know a great deal about god and yet not know
god

private victory precedes public victory

starve the false and feed the true
overcome the gravity of habit

they don t doubt the gospel but they doubt themselves

becoming all things to all people one eventually becomes
nothing to everybody

A person has worth apart from his performance good or bad

we must never be too busy sawing to take time to sharpen
the saw

one should not get the impression that the book is a
collection of truisms and tidbits of knowledge acquired by the
writer over his years as a teacher bishop mission president
and parent his conclusions and summary statements and
admonitions carry feeling and conviction growing out of ex-
perienceperience research and scholarship in human relations

since my field is continuing education I1 was impressed
with his statement on the purpose of continuing education for
adults he concludes that this kind of education necessarily
made up of formal courses or classes is the acquisition of
knowledge the overriding purpose because we cannot hope
to keep up with the vast amount of knowledge being poured
out upon us the depth and logic of his reasoning isis seen
in his insistence that continuing education is self education
and its mainmalnmainmaln purpose is to keep us intellectually alive to renew
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ourselves and to learn how to learn how to adapt and how
to change and what not to change any effort to keep the
spiritual roots of human relations healthy and strong must be
based on a system of self education or some external disciplinary
plan inin order to give the adult confidence and competence it
just doesndoean t come by haphazard and wishful thinking

in harmony with the title spiritual root after spiritual root
is presented inin more than 350 pages one wonders if too much
isis attempted and if the reader does not feel inundated with so
much behaviorism which attempts to cover the whole water-
front just when you think you have cornered an opinionated
conclusion or an overenthusiasmover enthusiasm of a gospel principle he brings
to bear upon that principle a scripture to substantiate the
point for example the listening attitude toward prayer is
delicately and effectively handled but much isis made over
preparationprepreparationpre in order to make prayer more effective true
many of our prayers are stereotyped but even our prayers full
of cliches are still our prayers with some good beinbeing accomp-
lished the author then jolted me out of my lethargy with the
scripture and likewise also it is counted evil unto man if he
shall pray and not with real intent of heart yea it profitethprofi teth
him nothing for god recelreceivethrecelvethreceivevethth none such moroni 79
thus is driven home to the reader a spiritual root labeled real
intent of the heart without which all else is profitless this
practice of quoting the right scriptural reference is part of
what makes the book most acceptable

skill is employed in touching upon our foibles and laying
them on the line but leaving us more encouraged than of-
fended for example you begin to feel that he was right
when he said that a man could know a great deal about god
and yet not know god the sometimes agonizing admissions
about oneself always seem to end up in the commitment to
do something about the basic cause of our sinning

new understandings about first principles make the reading
intensely motivating

great skill is shown in applying great principles to our
workadaywork a day lives who else for example would ask the ques-
tion why isis the atonement of christ important to your
marriage and how many would attempt to answer it with
meaning and specificity the atonement isis a spiritual root to
covey no permanent marriage he argues and no eternally
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harmonious celestial marriage can be found outside the spirit
and the fact of the atonement of christ in the spirit of the
writer one is dealing with the leaves instead of getting down
to the roots if he leaves out the atonement of christ and its
implications for good human relations he is giving his life the
aspirin treatment instead of workngwerkng on basic causes we
draw from his suffering and his love covey goes on to say
inward security and willingness to accept the risks of under-

standing and loving freely non defensively and without pre
judging or asking for something inin return

and so the author fills the pages with spiritual root after
spiritual root reminding us again and again of the heart stuff
which we must do something about for out of it are the
issues of life

it will be difficult for anyone the parent teacher mis-
sionary or administrator who reads this book with real intent
not to be moved to some kind of spiritual aerobics

PAUL A wellington ed dir joseph smiths new
translation of the bible independence missouri herald
publishing house 1970 523 ppap 9959.95995

reviewed by robert J matthews director of academic
research for the department of seminaries and institutes of
religion A specialist in the bible and modern literature dr
matthews isis author of A look at the inspired translation

1963 an appreciation of isaiah 1965 joseph smiths
inspired revision 1968 and miracles of jesus 1968
as well as the compiler of index and concordance to the
teachings of the prophet joseph smith 1962 and choswhos
who inin the book of mormon 1965 and has written nu-
merous articles

the purpose of this latest publication of the new transl-
ation of the bible is stated in the foreword as an attempt
to give ready access to the total specialized treatment of the
bible prepared by joseph smith jr in the 1830 s and the 40 s

it purports to 11 compare in totality the differences which ac-
cumulated inin this new translation which evolved as the
prophet sought enlightenment which he and other associates
paged through their king james bible

this is a worthy task and a much needed publication and
the herald publishing house is to be commended for attempt
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ing to bring together all of the textual changes which were ef-
fected by the prophet joseph smith in his work with the bible
placing these in parallel columns with the king james version
makes the textual variants readily accessible to all who wish to
become acquainted with the new translation or as it is

commonly called the inspired version of the holy scriptures
anyone who has tried to search out the textual variants for
himself will appreciate the immensity of such an undertaking

the introduction consisting of three articles by F henry
edwards and which were originally published in the saints
herald in 1967 adds to the value of the publication mr
edward s articles are enlightening and interesting and present
the kind of informational background that could only be ob-
tained by an examination of the original documents from which
the printed editions of the inspired version of the bible were
prepared

however as is often the case in the first editions of publi-
cations of a highly technical nature there are some significant
shortcomings and weaknesses which have no doubt occurred
unintentionally and seem to be the result of insufficient in-
vestigationvestigation andor carelessness in the preparation of this book
the most noticeable deficiencies are as follows

1 there are numerous passages that were revised by the
prophet joseph which are in the regular printed editions of the
inspired version but which have not found their way into
this comparison this apparent oversight by the publishers
should be remedied in future printingspaintingsprintings but there are so many
omissions that it might require a completely new setting of the
type perhaps the passages could be added in a supplementary
section and placed in the back of the book A partial list of
missing passages includes exodus 33 psalms 1913 273
3738 10542 isaiah 22 2 corinthians 117 514 516
519 galatians 329 ephesians 211 1 thessaloniansThess alonians 216 1

timothy 38 2 timothy 41 and I1 peter 513 also hebrews
57857 8 does not contain a textual revision but should be ac-
companiedcompanied by an important explanatory footnote the footnote
is missing in this publication all of the foregoing reference
citations which is not a complete list are from the printed
editions of the inspired version

2 some variant readings that are given are not actually
revisions but are due to different editions of the king james
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version being used rather than to deliberate revision by the
prophet joseph the prophet used an edition of the king james
version printed in cooperstownCoopers town new york in 1828 and it
should be observed that editions of king james version
printed that long ago often differ in use of articles and pro-
nouns and the spelling of some words from editions of the
king james version printed today it is important to note also
that editions of the king james version printed in great
britain differ in spelling and use of articles and pronouns from
printingspaintingsprin tings of the king james version printed in the united
states

thus when the inspired version reads a hundred
and fourscore 2 kings 1925 and the king james version
reads an hundred and fourscore and the difference in the
text is only the indefinite article this is not a deliberate verse
revision by joseph smith this reviewer has examined the king
james bible used by joseph smith and knows this to be a fact
since there are a great many comparisons of this nature in the
book and no explanation is given concerning it it creates a
tendency to lead the reader to the unwarranted conclusion
that these passages were the work of the prophet

3 the manuscript prepared by joseph smith and his
scribes includes no changes whatsoever for the books of ruth or
ecclesiastes yet this publication lists some minorminor variants in
these books involving indefinite and definite articles and also
minor spelling variations such as veil and vail ruth
315 further and farther ecaecc 817 there are many
such variants but again these are due to the edition of the
king james version used in the comparison and not due to the
work of joseph smith this situation should probably be
explained inin the foreword of future editions actually the
book of ecclesiastes is not even mentioned in the manuscripts
prepared by the prophet and his scribes

4 the book also presents for comparison those passages
having a verse number that differs from the king james ver-
sion even if there is no textual difference this is misleading
since the detailed versification of the inspired version is not
the work of the prophet but rather of the RLDS publication
committees of 186618671866 1867 this fact perhaps should be ex-
plained in the foreword of future editions
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5 the format is somewhat awkward it is customary inin
parallel columns to place the king james version on the leleftft
and the inspired version on the right in this instance the
order isis reversed although this is only a martermatter of taste it is
at first a little disconcerting

it isis not intended that anything inin this review should lessen
the importance of the inspired version or discredit the goals
and desires of those who have prepared this valuable new
publication it is simply an observation that in some respects
the book falls short of being a comparison in totality of the
differences that were effected by the prophet joseph while on
the other hand in some instances the book tends to go beyond
what the prophet actually did future editions could benefit
from a more thorough explanation inin the foreword and also
a supplement of the missing passages

one further observation in mr edwards second install-
ment page 14 he raises some questions concerning the date
content and comprehensiveness of thediedle bernhisel copy of the
inspired version manuscript which is in possession of the
LDS church historian in salt lake city and states that we
do not know the facts concerning it the interested reader
will be pleased to know that the entire text of the bernhisel
manuscript accompanied by an extensive description including
dates isis on file inin the RLDS historian s library inin the audit-
orium in independence 1 this was not available at the time
mr edwards first prepared his paper inin 1967

thishis is contained inin A study of joseph smith s revision of the bible
unpublished phd dissertation BYU 1968 by robert J matthews

RAYMOND W TAYLOR AND SAMUEL W TAYLOR urani-
um fever or no talk under 1 million new york the
macmillan company 1970 400 ppap 8958.95895

the reviewerreviewer thomas G alexander isis associate professor
of history at brigham young university he is currently on
leave to assist inin editing the papers of ulysses S grant
under a fellowship from the national historical publications
commission

about a year and a half ago ray taylor and this reviewer
rode together on an excursion sponsored by the utah valley
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branch of the state historical society at that time ray said
that he and his brother sam were collaborating on a new book
on the uranium boom of the 1950 s it then seemed to the
reviewer that ray would probably do the usual work of the
amateur historian the book however changed those views
radically what might have been either a superficial account
or a slick popularized job turned out in fact to be a well
written memoir by a man who had himself been a victim of
uranium fever

ray got the infection from members of the famous short
creek band of polygamous fundamentalists who because of
recent raids by the arizona authorities and mutual distrust of
those living around them called upon ray taylor to stake
claims around theirs in order to prevent encroachmentsencroachments As a
grandson of john taylor and a son of john W taylor both
practicing convinced polygamists it seemed to him the thing
to do from this beginning ray staked nearly a thousand
claims on the colorado plateau especially in the houserockHouserock
valley of northern arizona into his company consumers
agency he and a number of relatives and frifriendsends including his
mother poured their savings in the hope of striking it rich
to top it all off sam a professional writer interested warner
brothers in a documentary on the uranium rush and ray was
selected to play the lead

the story has all the marks of the classic western the
adventures of ray taylor uranium paper millionaire include
violence sex hardship success generally others a brace of
frontier types and even a religious fanatic in the desolate
country of southern utah and northern arizona ray nearly
met death both from dehydration and bushwhacking two
nubile young daughters of one of the polygamists almost
backed him into the principle the only reason he came
out with anything at all was because of whatwhitwh it amounted to a
felony perpetrated upon the state of utah in some land trans-
actions near glen canyon in a nostalgic final section ray
and sam cover the ground they had previously crossed only to
find that apparently only the big companies and the polygapalyga
mists had realized much from the uranium frenzy

the book is weakest in those parts where ray and sam get
furthest from their experiences and into the interpretation of the
activities of the atomic energy commission and the large
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companies these chapters particularly the two entitled urani-
um age and the big boys take over are written largely
from a conspiratorial point of view and the selection of ma-
terial isis such as to put the AEC and the larger businesses
in the worst light this is perhaps only to be expectexpectedcd because
it was largely the decision of the AEC to curtail uranium pro-
duction which dealt the death blow to the taylors business
and those of their friends

As a first person account however the portions of the
book dealing with ray s experiences provide not only interest-
ing reading but an excellent source for future historians of the
uranium boom the book must be used with caution because
in order to protect themselves from possible libel suits and to
shield certain people especially the polygamists from unwant-
ed publicity the taylors often used fictitious names though
it is interesting the researcher will undoubtedly have to be
careful in his acceptance of the dialogue supplied it seems
unlikely that anyone s memory is good enough to remember
exact words a decade after the events the reviewer supposes
they were added for interest with these minor strictures how-
ever both the specialist and the generalist will find uranium
fever a delightful excursion into the world of high finance
and low comedy
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